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Person helicoptered to hospital

A person with moderate
injuries was taken by
helicopter to Taranaki Base
Hospital when a car left
the road near Opunake on
Saturday July 10 shortly after
midday.
Two other young people,
also in the vehicle, were
taken by ambulance to
Taranaki Base hospital.
The accident took place in
Ihaia Road, 7 kilometres out
of Opunake.
The vehicle, which was
travelling away from
Opunake, left the road, missed
a deep a drain and ended up
facing back to Opunake in a
paddock.
Constable Kylie Brophy
from the Opunake Police,
who attended the accident,
said all three were wearing
seat belts.
The accident happened on
a straight piece of road and
police are investigating the
cause.

The helicopter with patient leaves the scene.

Two robbers hit service station

The Opunake Service
Station was robbed at around
5am on Monday morning

A new take on an old
story page 16.

Historical finds on
Coastal farm. Page 11.

Eltham Lion takes the
helm. Page 17.

A service station
spokesperson said the two
robbers were aged between
25 and 35, wore gloves and
had their faces covered .
They arrived in a Highlander
vehicle from the direction of

Hawera, turned around and
parked outside the main door,
which they smashed through
with a large hammer.
“They broke the cigarette
cabinet , and took all he brand
new stock we had, mobile
accessories and cigarette
lighters,” the spokesperson
said. ”The glass shattered all
over the shop. The robbery

took four minutes, and it took
us four hours to clean it up.
In the last five years we have
never had this happen in our
business in Opunake,”
He estimates between
$8000 and $10,000 worth of
stock was taken.
The robbers left the scene in
the direction of Hawera from
which they had come.

“Something like this
requires the community
to look after each other. If
anyone knows anything or has
any suggestions, they should
talk to us or the police,” the
spokesperson said.
Senior Constable Matt
Goodman of the Opunake
Police says there have been
a number of similar incidents

Gearing up for the finals

The Coastal Rugby Premiers
and Coastal Division 2 teams
have made the Taranaki
finals which are due to be
played at the weekend.
Coastal Rugby managed to
get four out of five teams in the
semifinals and, speaking to
Coastal Rugby Club Captain
Kelvin Weir a week ago, he
was “really chuffed” at how
the season had gone thus far.
To get four out of five
Coastal Rugby teams in the
semi finals for Taranaki is
“pretty cool” he said. It’s
also quite rare and a real
reward after the end of 14
regular season’s games.
“The boys have been
training since the middle
of February,” said Kelvin.
“To see all the hard work
come to fruition is very
satisfying. It makes you feel
quite proud to be part of it.”
He added they had had
a lot of injuries this year
and said the players had all
proved good in adversity.
“They’re battlers which

Coastal Rugby Club Captain Kelvin Weir at the Rahotu Domain on Coastal Rugby
training night.
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in the wider Taranaki area.
“A suspect vehicle has been
seen at a couple of them. We
would like gas station owners
and dairy owners to keep
in mind that cigarettes are
especially a target. We would
like to hear from anyone who
has seen suspicious activity
around gas stations after
hours.”

is the Coastal way,” said
the proud Club Captain.
Kelvin said they had a
really good culture in the
club. “Everyone knows
everyone,” he said adding
there was a “great spirit.”
The fifth team, the
Women’s Rugby team,
came third in the Taranaki
wide competiton and
finished a month ago.
The Coastal Rugby
players train every Tuesday
and Thursday night and
play on Saturdays.
There are around 130-150
players throughout the season.
If any men or women
are wanting to play rugby
next season come along
to the 2022 preseason
training, urges Kelvin.
The Coastal Premiers play
Inglewood at the TET Stadium
at Inglewood on Saturday
July 18 starting at 2:45pm.
Coastal Division 2 play
Okaiawa on Saturday
at the TET Stadium at
Inglewood at 12:30pm.
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Cashless society

Your article on the missing
ATM in Opunake, and a letter
to the editor regarding the loss
of chequeing services may
have a common thread.
The Holy Grail of banks is
to achieve a cashless society.
This effectively traps people
into using their online services, and any fees they may
choose to charge.
A recent attempt by the
Australian Government to
outlaw any cash transactions
over $10,000 (punishable by
two years’ imprisonment)
shows how serious they are
about this.
This arrogant power grab
was stopped by effective
citizen action, but one can
be sure this agenda is still on
the table.
The people of NZ should be
ever alert to any such attempts
of governmental over-reach.
Cash is legal tender, and any
banishment amounts to a ﬂagrant attack on civil liberties.
R. Herdson
Manaia

Not a fair contest
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I write with some disgust
over the All Black game
versus Tonga on July 3. The
Tongans did not ﬁeld their
true team as a number of their
players were unable to be in
New Zealand because of the
COVID epidemic. The game
should have been put on hold
or whatever until their true
national team could be assembled instead of players
taken from the club teams
here in New Zealand. What
pride could the New Zealand
players have in putting on the
Black Jersey to set farcical
records by the scorers and the
ﬁnal score of just over 100
points to nil.
Those in positions of power in New Zealand Rugby
should hold their heads in
shame and I note the All
Blacks Head Coach and Selector sidestepped a question
or two when interviewed after
the game.
I am an avid rugby believer
and was on the Taranaki
Rugby Union for a number
of years, also manager of
the Taranaki Team and have
played representative rugby
in New Zealand and am a
Life Member of the Taranaki
Maori Union for over 50
years. Writing this does not
make me seem modest but I

wanted to indicate my dedication to Rugby.
I watched about ten minutes
of the above mentioned game
but, after hearing the facts
given by the commentators
on TV, I changed channels to
watch another comedy show.
While on a whinging note
I want to forward food for
thought on players leaving
the field for possible head
injuries, actions to which I
do not disagree but highlights
the point I wish to make to
readers. I’m all for sport but
boxing is a sport where the
aim of participants is to hit
the opponents head, knock
them unconscious, an act
not accepted by other sports.
And to cap it off boxing is an
Olympic sport.
I reiterate, it is food for
thought for you the readers.
Gordon (Mac) Sole
Hawera

Respect our
province’s
name

Like Mr McAlpine I am
always hearing people from
our province using this slang
word Naki for Taranaki
which really sends a a real
chill of anger up my spine.
It’s extremely interesting
where Mr McAlpine found
those different meanings of
Naki from, Japan, Wales,
Indiana USA, and from our
Maori people. So if one
was to ask the meaning of
Naki on the East Coast of
the North Island, the Maoris
above Auckland who live in
Northland, and in the South
Island you would get different meanings, but no doubt
they’d see it as a slang word.
To me it is real laziness
and extremely disrespectful,
as already certain businesses
here in our province have
been told not to use it, so
let’s show some respect for
our province’s name, as to
me Taranaki means a lot to
me and to many others also.
Tom Stephens
New Plymouth

The world has
still gone mad

So, just where have things
gone astray?
It appears the problem is the
incursion by Politics and Big
Pharma money taking over

OPUNAKE & COASTAL NEWS
control of the world’s medical
fraternity and the Main
Stream Media. The money
is huge. Who owns the big
pharmaceutical companies?
Billionaires with an agenda.
Last year Pﬁzer made a loss.
This year they are looking at
a minimum 26 US$billion
profit, because of the vax
rollout. The vaccine trials are
almost exclusively carried
out by the vax companies,
and they are removed from
any responsibility for damage
with this vax. Previously they
have been successfully sued
for $billions for the human
damage they have caused.
This vax didn’t even get
trialled in real terms.
Normally a vaccine has
several years of trials, using
animals, and then consenting
humans. By creating a bit
of hysteria, the medical
profession has been hijacked
into mass vaccination of
the NZ public. The normal
process, which helps ensure
so-called minimal harm from
a jab, has been circumvented,
bypassed.
Government controlled
employees are saying it is
all OK, rather than reliable
science. Most doctors are
flat out looking after their
patients, relying on normal
scientiﬁc processes, unaware
their trust is in a corrupted
system above them.
The governments of the
world have largely been
responsible for the mass
vaccine rollout, backed by the
WHO and Big Pharma. The
WHO is clearly a political
monster now, not the reason
it came into being. The
medical trials are apparently
unimportant now, we are
supposed to watch and learn
instead. This approach clearly
breaks the Nuremberg Code,
requiring the informed
consent of the dangers, and
then proven results of trials
before any medical trials
on humans. There are large
legal cases commencing in
Europe and UK against this
tyranny, ‘Crimes against
Humanity’. The nearest case
is in Australia. The whole
C19 event is now touted
as the greatest crime in the
history of our world.
In New Zealand we have
had an unprecedented barrage of media hype, scaring
many people into submission,
professing “the vaccine is
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Let’s have
patience

It hasn’t taken me long to
really ﬁnd out that here in
our province, in which we are
not alone, that we have far too
many people becoming far
too impatientas we all know
that many towns in South
Taranaki are all being given
a good facelift which is great
to see happen, yet those same
people are wanting it to happen right now. Projects like
those don’t happen like this.
Look, just remember Our
Lord nearly took a lifetime to
convince people that he was
the Son of God, and when the
Roman Empire was built it
Continued page 4
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safe, trials are carefully monitored, if you don’t get the jab
you are somehow a danger
to others, anything else is
misinformation and so on.”
I believe this is unacceptable
and bordering on criminal,
as the unsuspecting public
is misled.
There are numerous cases
of adverse events and deaths
involving the jab in New
Zealand. Why has the media
not reported these cases? We
still hear about car accident
fatalities. Could it be the
$55 million given to the NZ
media last year is playing it’s
part? Lynda Wharton’s, ‘The
Health Forum NZ’ page on
Facebook, while censored
heavily, is one of a very few
sources of real information.
The wonders of the human
immune system are being
overlooked and we are all
being trained to believe we
require our immune system to
be suddenly altered, possibly
irreparably, by a gene therapy
vax, whose inventor Dr Robert Malone, has indicated is
not as safe as he intended and
should have been discontinued. We have no idea of the
long term consequences.
Singapore has just announced they no longer have
a pandemic, they have an
‘Endemic’.
This means they are going
back to life as normal and
will endeavour to help those
vulnerable and/or immune
compromised stay healthy.
What a breath of fresh air
approach, in a crazy world.
Alan Murray
Ohawe.
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EDITORIAL
When Jacinda Adern
became prime minister in
2017 she targeted child
poverty as the foremost
problem she wanted to
alleviate. However, with
house prices increasing well
ahead of inﬂation or wage
increases; high rents for
those who cannot afford to
buy a house; and local body
rates increases (in some, but
not all) cases excessive; it
is the youngsters of New
Zealand who will be the
most disadvantaged. If a
family has managed to buy
a house at the inﬂated prices
that are the rule these days
or are paying a high rental,
there will be less money for
the doctor, dentist, optician
or clothes, as well as healthy
food. Other expenses include

House price increases, high rents and
variable local body rates: Action overdue
insurance, transport, furniture
and home appliances. For
those families who end up
with neither a bought nor a
rented home, the prospects
are bleaker. One child given
a certificate in a Taranaki
school recently responded
to the teacher’s, “You can
stick this on your fridge,”
with “But we don’t have
electricity.”
The statistics look grim
and are getting progressively
worse. In New Plymouth,
house prices have increased
15.31% in the last 12
months to yield an average
of $583,796, yet nationwide
inflation is predicted to be
just 2.4% this year. Has
anyone in Taranaki received
a 15% wage increase in the
same period? Nationally,

house prices have increased
by 6.27% over just three
months to reach an average
of $838,826. Perhaps house
sale prices should be capped
(by legislative control) to no
more than the rate of inﬂation
above the QV value of a
particular house.
What about rents? Keeping
in mind that most renters
are in the average to lower
economic band, how exactly
are people supposed to pay
some of these rents and have
enough for all their other
needs? A glance at the current
rents (on offer) in New
Plymouth range from about
$450 up to $800. There was
a nationwide rent freeze from
March 26, 2020 to September
25, 2020; it would appear that
we urgently need another.

Part of the problem is a
lack of available houses.
Maybe it would be sensible to
build many more state houses
and reduce the Kiwibuild
programme, which has not
lived up to its initial promise.
What about the rates that
local bodies levy on their
ratepayers? The South
Taranaki District Council is
keeping rates to an average
increase of 3.99% - good
on them. Previously, when
Covid first reared its ugly
head they proposed a zero
rate increase. Stratford
District Council has shown
similar restraint at keeping
its average rates increase to
4.25%.
New Plymouth District
Council, by contrast, is raising
its rates by an average of 12%,

The freedom to choose

ADELPHOS
Here’s one hard topic I’m
reluctant to write on. Why?
For four controversial reasons: 1.) Firstly hell has
been depicted by some with
a merciless and revengeful
sense of justice for sinners,
2) some ministers/priests
have avoided the topic as a
“hot potato” within their congregations, 3.) many won’t
accept that a loving God can
permit anyone to eternally
exist in hell and lastly 4.)
others say that hell results in
the human personality and
spirit being annihilated by
ﬁre into nothingness. Heavy
duty, eh? All four perspectives disagree with the many
teachings of Jesus and the
New Testament about hell
and the afterlife. His new
descriptions of the afterlife
even challenged the Old
Testament’s views. But since
Jesus rose from the dead and
lived with God in eternity,
before coming to earth, we’ll
assume He knew what He
was talking about.
So what did Jesus teach
about hell? Firstly, He never
used hell as a threat but
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rather gave us a heads-up
warning report: “…there is
darkness, where there will
be weeping and gnashing of
teeth” and separation from
God (See Matthew 22:1-14—
The Parable of the Wedding
Banquet, Luke 16:19-31,
Matthew 25:41, Mark 9:4245, 48 NIV). Most Bible
scholars believe the “ﬁery”
torments in these verses are
Jesus’ symbolic metaphors
for the feelings of eternal
regret and despair of losing
heaven. Hell’s gates will then
be eternally locked from the
inside by each person’s freewill decision to “not believe”
in Jesus (John 3:18). Jesus
is crystal clear about this in
verse 18. And, if you carefully read the two previous
verses in John 16- 17, He
explains God’s loving motivation and plan behind our
freedom to choose eternal life
or not. Without free will love
cannot exist. You can’t force
someone to love you. Neither
will God.
In contrast to hell, Jesus’
report about living conditions
in heaven is that there will be

no more night, death, mourning, crying or pain. There will
be no need of the sun because
God will be our light. All
this will take place in a real
new heaven on a “new earth”
(See Revelation 21:1, 21:4,
Revelation 21:22-25). Sorry,
there’s no reported marshmallow clouds. No one can
possibly imagine what God
has in store for those who
love Him (1 Corinthians 2:9).
The issue of annihilation or
extinction on Judgement Day
is a big deal because it questions any concept of human or
divine justice. Why? Because
annihilation logically means
that God would judge the
least sinner exactly the same
as genocidal murderers like
Adolf Hitler, Chairman Mao
and Pol Pot. No fair and just
human judge would ever
permit such injustice. An
interwoven truth throughout the Bible is that God’s
judgements are just: “…Will
not the Judge of all the earth
do what is right?” (Leviticus
18:25).
God’s merciful and just
solution to hell was to send

Jesus to earth to destroy the
power of sin and death. But
I still wish that hell wasn’t
real. So I must agree with the
words of C.S. Lewis’ writing
about hell, “There is no doctrine I would more willingly
remove from Christianity

3

which will cause hardship for
many households. Part of this
increase is to raise money to
install water meters – in effect
to lay the platform to impose
yet another tax (water rates)
with GST levied on top (I
wonder if there is any other
nation in the world where
you have to pay a tax on a
tax as we do on rates and fuel
prices?).
A while ago the ACT Party
had a good suggestion; rates
increases had to be restricted
(by law) to the current rate of
inﬂation. This is a good idea
which should be legislated
for.
To return to the comment
at the start of this editorial,
unless something is done to
alleviate such things as house
price inﬂation, skyrocketing

rent increases and local body
rates increases, which do
not take into account the
effect they are having, it is
the young who will suffer
most. Child poverty will, by
degrees, get worse, not better.
As the years go by, and the
youngsters become young
adults we can expect, sadly,
an increase in all the negative
statistics that we all have
to live with. I don’t need to
name them.
This Government has done
a great job protecting us from
Covid and Jacinda Adern is
an inspirational leader, but
legislative action on these
other issues is very overdue.

than this if it lay in my power.
But it has the full support of
Scripture and especially of
our Lord’s own words. The

Problem of Pain, 1940, chapter 3.” Manaakitanga.
Adelphos

Rolland McKellar

Our next issue is on July 29.We welcome
your letters. Please send to
editorial@opunakecoastal news.co.nz
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Long Term Plan signed off
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2021 has been a very busy
year so far at the South
Taranaki District Council
with plenty happening.
Our 2021 – 2031 Long
Term Plan was approved
by Audit New Zealand
and adopted by Council
on 28 June. Developing
a Long Term Plan once
every three years is a huge
undertaking for staff and
elected members, so it was
pleasing to have it signed
off. I believe it’s an excellent
plan which strikes the right
balance between stimulating
economic growth, progress,
providing the services and
facilities our communities
expect while keeping rates
affordable.
The Long Term Plan had
three main topics we wanted
public feedback on: town
centre upgrades for Ōpunakē,
Manaia, Eltham, Pātea and
Waverley, development of
a district Business Park and
funding for our Environment
and Sustainability Strategy.
All three of these projects
have been given the go
ahead following strong
public support during our
community
consultation
process.

MAYOR PHIL NIXON
Speaking of which, I would
like to thank those who
attended our 25 community
meetings, and for the
many written and verbal
submissions we received.
Now the Long Term Plan
has been signed off, we can
get stuck into implementing
the many projects in it.
Last November (2020)
Council resolved to establish
Maori Wards for the
2022 and 2025 local body
elections. This triggered
another
big
workload
for Council with a full
representation review. The
initial public consultation
on the representation review
closed last week. Later this
month we will be going back
out to the community for

more formal consultation
prior to a ﬁnal decision being
made in November 2021.
We recently received good
news from Global Ratings
Agency, Standard and Poors
(S&P) who have upgraded
Council’s long-term credit
rating from AA- to AA
and afﬁrmed its short-term
rating A-1+ with stable
outlook. This credit rating
signals strong conﬁdence in
Council’s prudent ﬁnancial
management and allows
signiﬁcant savings for our
ratepayers. Due to this
higher rating we will now
have savings of between
$50k-60k annually on debit
servicing in the future.
Our building services team
have been swamped with
new building consents this
year. In the seven months
from November 2020 to May
2021 we have seen $75.3
million worth of building
consent applications across
the district. While 27 of
these were for the Hāwera
area and 18 for the Ōpunakē
area, what’s great to see
is that we are getting new
house consents lodged in our
smaller communities too.
At the same time in just one

month (May) we received
four Resource Consent
applications lodged for the
Ōpunakē area – two of these
for subdivisions.
It was a privilege to be part
of the Puanga celebrations
held at the Kura in Ōpunakē
on Friday morning. The new
year and new beginnings
that Puanga represents
was a very ﬁtting time to
welcome three new school
principals into their roles.
Despite a 6:00am start on a
windy wet winter morning,
the celebration was well
supported and demonstrated
great community spirit.
The three new principals
welcomed are, Andrea
Hooper - Carr - Ōpunakē
High School, Ryan Fleming St Joseph’s School Ōpunakē
and Whaea Roby (Robyn)
Davey – Te Kura Kaupapa
Maori
o
Tamarongo
Ōpunakē.
Speaking
of
new
beginnings, I wish the
farming community all the
best for the spring calving
and the milking season
ahead.
Phil Nixon
Mayor
South Taranaki District.

that way at all, so let’s crawl
before we can walk.

unable to print the letter in
its current form as it could
be actionable. However we
are interested in exploring it
further and would like more
facts around your particular
situation.
Editor

Letters to Editor
Continued from page 2
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Transform your home - all your hot water, space heating
and cooking needs from your trusted local Rockgas supplier.
Count on us - reliable delivery of 45kg LPG cylinders to
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took decades to do not
overnight, so I do really
believe that Councillor
Steffy McKay is absolutely
correct when stating that
all good things take time,
in which I do agree with
her. The same goes for our
Labour Government,
as

they never ever promised
anything at all. All it was
stated was that they would
be taking different issues
which concern our people
and country, but people
expect different issues to
happen straight away. Well,
sorry but things don’t work

On this month in history

won gold in the 200 metre
ﬁnal. Four years earlier at the
Barcelona Olympics he had
won a silver medal (200m
butterﬂy), his ﬁrst one. He
also won a gold medal at an

On June 29, 2003 actress Katherine Hepburn died. She made
many ﬁlms and won four acad-

emy awards (Best Actress),
the ﬁrst one for her third ﬁlm
Morning Glory in 1933. She
was nominated a dozen times
(Only Meryl Streep has been
nominated more times for an
actress). Her fourth and ﬁnal

we fix windows and doors

Local family business servicing Coastal Taranaki

Call free anytime 0800 37 37 10

www.exceed.co.nz

After
receiving
legal
advice I’m afraid we are

Commonwealth games event
(and 5 other medals).
At the 1994 World
Championships in Rome he
won a silver and two bronze
medals.

Now retired he is easily New
Zealand’s most successful
swimmer at international
level.
He was coached by Duncan
Laing at Dunedin’s Moana
Pool.

Actress Katherine Hepburn dies

Ph 06 762 8023
Window handles, seals, hinges & stays • Security locks for windows & doors
Sliding and bi-fold door rollers, locks & handles • Retractable insect screens

Bare-faced liar

Danyon Loader wins Olympic gold

On July 23, 1996 Danyon
Loader of New Zealand won
the 400 metre freestyle event
at the Atlanta Olympics
games. This was his second
gold – three days earlier he

ARE YOUR WINDOWS DRAUGHTY?

Tom Stephens
New Plymouth.

Ian Crawford
Mob 0272 207 701
MASSEY FERGUSON

Oscar was in 1968 for The
Lion in Winter when she tied
with Barbara Streisand.
Her film career spanned
many years with the last one
in 1981. She also was also
a stage actress including

Shakespeare, as well as performing on television.
She was married twice, the
second time to Spencer Tracey with whom she acted
many times over a period of
26 years.
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ATM missing in action

It appears the missing
Opunake BNZ ATM is
unlikely to be coming back.
As reported in the Opunake
and Coastal News (July 1)
a mystery surrounds the
fate of the money machine
which until October last
year occupied a slot outside
Opunake Four Square 45.
Today a wooden covering
marks where the ATM was
once located.
In December last year a
banking hub was set up in
the town’s Library Plus.
Opened with much fanfare,
the hub was one of a number
of experimental trials set up
in smaller centres around the
country, bringing together
the country’s six leading
trading banks, of which the
BNZ is one. At the time of
the launch it was promised
that none of the trading
banks involved would
close any of their services
in the district council areas
serviced by the hubs.
As reported in the
Opunake and Coastal News
NZ Bankers Association
spokesperson Miles Erwin
was asked if this meant the
existing Opunake ATMs
will continue.
“Yes it does,” was the
reply.
There is also a TSB ATM
outside the town’s TSB

The BNZ ATM outside Opunake Four Square 45 was
taken away in October last year.
branch.
The BNZ website lists their
ATMs around the country.
In Taranaki there are two
in New Plymouth, two in
Hawera, one in Stratford
and the Opunake Regional
Banking Hub.
The BNZ was asked for
comment, and since the
last issue, the following
statement has been sent to the
Opunake and Coastal News

from a BNZ spokesperson.
“The building in which the
ATM was located suffered
signiﬁcant water damage and
we had to remove our ATM
at the Opunake Four Square
in around October 2020. The
ATM was suffering ongoing
damage and issues caused by
the leaking and pooling of
water onto the machine.
The Opunake Banking
Hub opened on 7 December

Alyssa wants sunscreen she can trust
Alyssa Case has always
been vigilant about sun
protection. With a fair
complexion and first-hand
experience of losing a family
member to melanoma, she
was aware that the cancer
wasn’t one that only affected
older people.
The young mother lost
her 23-year-old cousin to
melanoma a decade ago,
which made her determined
to stay vigilant and educate
others about sun protection.
Despite her efforts, at age
28 she was diagnosed with
melanoma after discovering
a mole on her face, while
15-weeks pregnant.
“I was extremely fortunate.
My melanoma was caught at
stage 1, which is super lucky.
I could act quickly. That said,
the diagnosis is an absolute
shock. As a little kid I had fair
skin and white-blonde hair, so
I was a perfect case study for
melanoma. For those reasons
I’ve always aimed to be as
protected as possible and to
monitor moles. Despite this,

melanoma was found next to
my ear,” Alyssa said.
“The harshness of the sun in
New Zealand is no laughing
matter. For that reason,
it absolutely boggles my
mind that we can’t have full
trust in the SPF labelling on
sunscreens. When I heard that
some companies are failing
to meet their SPF claims, I
felt really angry. We can’t be
taking chances when it comes
to protecting ourselves and
our families.
“I want to protect myself,
and my family. It seems
weird that you could sell a
sunscreen as SPF 50, when
it technically isn’t.”
For more than a decade
Consumer NZ has undertaken
independent sunscreen
testing, finding routine
failures of SPF labelling.
In the organisation’s latest
round of testing, more than
half of the sunscreens failed
to meet their claims.
Consumer NZ is launching
a crowdfunding campaign,
seeking $50,000 to test more

OUR PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

Proud to support Coastal families
06 759 0912
257 Devon St East, NP
vospers.co.nz

sunscreens.
“An estimated 500 New
Zealanders die of skin cancer
every year – that’s more
than our annual road toll.
We think everyone deserves
sunscreen they can trust,
because we’re all vulnerable
to New Zealand’s harsh sun,”
Consumer NZ chief executive
Jon Duffy said.
“The more money we raise,
the more sunscreens we can
test. It costs around $5000
per sunscreen and 100%
of donations raised will
go towards funding more
sunscreen tests. The results
will be free and available to
all from December.”
Unlike Australia, there
is no mandatory standard
for sunscreens here, so
manufacturers don’t have to
regularly test their sunscreens
to ensure they meet claims.
This means products sold in
New Zealand could meet US
or EU standards, or may not
have been tested at all.
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2020. We are and remain
committed to the pilot and
the industry commitment to
not close branches or ATMs
in the district council areas
where the pilot is running,
which runs from 1 January
2021 until the end of this
year.”
Four Square owner Gary
Arora says that when the
ATM was taken away in
October he was told the
ATM would be replaced
after Christmas.
With no sign of the ATM
returning, Gary says he
contacted the BNZ again
earlier this year.
“All they said to me was
that they wouldn’t put it
back because of the banking
hub,” he said.” I argued
that it’s only open from 9
to 5, Monday to Friday, not
weekends, and that’s not
Viv Scott
what an ATM should be. just
M 027 441 4596
9-5, Monday to Friday. The
E viv.scott@eieio.co.nz
leaks have all been ﬁxed, so
the problem there has been
taken care of.
The subject of the banking
hub has attracted comment
at meetings of the Opunake
and
District
Business
Association with concerns
Lorem ipsum
expressed about the opening
hours and only being able to
handle New Zealand money
cards. In the Opunake and
Coastal News(June 3),
former Business Association
president Bob Clark said
that with Opunake attracting
more visitors post-Covid
anyone wanting to access an
overseas credit card wasn’t
able to do so. This could
be done when there was
a BNZ ATM in town, but
this facility is not currently
available.
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LOOKING FOR A
REAL ESTATE
PROFESSIONAL
YOU CAN TRUST?
Call Viv Scott today for help
with buying, selling - or
for a friendly, confidential
chat to discuss your options.

L OPUNAKE LAWYERS
O’Neil & Co.
A Thomson
Our Opunake Office is attended by:
England on Wednesday & Fridays
W Robert
for buying and selling houses, farms & businesses;
Trusts, Wills and Estates.
Y Mark Utting on Thursdays
for buying and selling houses, farms & businesses;
E Trusts, Wills, Estates and refinancing matters.
R FOR ALL YOUR LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
30 TASMAN ST, OPUNAKE
PH: 761 8823
S
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Kia Ora Katou,
As I look out the window of
my ofﬁce whilst writing this
article I can see the maunga
covered in snow with the

OPUNAKE & COASTAL NEWS

Excessive speed could lead to
this situation warns Matt Stone.

Garage Doors Specialists

• Sectional, Roller, Tilt.
• Automatic Openers
• Repairs & Maintenance
Call for a Free Measure & Quote
Email: sales@rylocknp.co.nz | Ph. 06 758 8073

A car which had taken the road less travelled.
sunshine glistening from
it. This is a reminder of the
great environment we live
and play in.
Unfortunately, there are
some people that affect the
safety of our community
through their poor decisionmaking and lack of
consideration for others.
Last week, I attended a

Hardings funerals
The funeral service doing things your way.

Professional Service : Positive Support

Give us a call: 06 278 8633
Locally owned. Locally operated.

For the second consecutive
month, the QV House Price
Index has shown a reduction
in quarterly value growth
from the previous month.
The average value increased
6.6% nationally over the past
three-month period to the
end of June, down from the
8.8% quarterly growth seen
in May, with the national
average value now sitting
at $943,184. This represents
an increase of 25.6% yearon-year, up from 23.7% last
month.
House prices continue to
push skyward at a rapid rate
in New Plymouth, despite
a slight drop in our threemonth rolling average −
from 8% in May to 6.9%

Pop into your local Opunake McDonald Real Estate oﬃce
these school holidays and grab a blank takeaway cup.
Design an ‘eieio’ on the cup and bring it
back into the oﬃce to get a

FREE
HOT CHOCOLATE

from either Sugar Juice Cafe
or Dreamtime Surf Shop.
Competition runs until Friday 23rd July 2021.
Return your cup during business hours only.
We look forward to seeing your awesome designs soon!

027 766 4456

Viv Scott
027 441 4596

This is a reminder to slow
down through the small
villages such as Oakura,
Okato, Pungarehu and
Rahotu. I would appreciate
if everyone can make a
conscious effort to maintain
the 50km/h speed limit until
after the 80km/h or 100km/h
signs. It is a concern that it
is often the locals causing

Good luck to the Coastal in
ﬁnals footy this week. Until
next time.
Matt
Matthew Stone
Sole Charge
Okato

Value growth continues to ease into winter

Hey, kids!

Tara Gibson

crash of a vehicle which is
a direct consequence of a
burnout and driving under
the inﬂuence of alcohol, an
incident that just did not
need to occur.
Adding to this note of
driving, it is constantly
brought to my attention of
locals regarding excessive
speed in the coastal villages.

the speed. Keep your
community safe by your
actions, thank you!
Lastly, a friendly reminder
of your Police CRIME
REPORTING LINE. A new
number, 105, was started
up last year. If you have
information, want to report
an incident or crime which
has a time delay or offender
is not present, then 105 is
your number to ring. When
you ring this number a ﬁle
is created in our system,
the ﬁle is triaged and sent
to the local ofﬁcer if follow
up is required. If the ﬁle is
not sent to me, I look at all
the occurrences in our area
each week and I will become
aware of the information.

in June. In the 12 months to
30 June, the average house
price has increased by 26.7%
to $658,166.
Meanwhile, house prices in
the neighbouring districts of
Stratford and South Taranaki
have increased by 27.7% and
27.5% respectively over the
past 12 months.
In the Auckland region, the
average value now sits at
$1,347,092, up 6.2% over
the last quarter, with annual
growth of 23.4%, up from
May’s year-on-year growth
of 21.8%.
QV general manager David
Nagel said: “It’s too early to
say the market has turned,
but this will be encouraging
news
for
government
ofﬁcials and regulators,
concerned about the ﬁnancial
risks of an overheated
property market.”
“This easing comes after a
range of government policy
announcements earlier this
year to dampen activity
by property investors and
speculators, while there’s
also plenty of chatter about
interest rates rising later next
year. But we’re also now
into the seasonal downturn
that normally accompanies

the cooler months, so it’s
difﬁcult to attribute the cause
to any single thing,” he said.
Of the 16 major urban
centres QV monitors, all
except Rotorua have shown
a reduction in quarterly
growth compared to last
month. The strongest value
gains over the past three
months have come from
Hastings at 8.6% growth
in value, down from 11.4%
last month, closely followed
by Palmerston North at
8.5% growth, down from
10.7% quarterly growth we
reported last month.
For the major centres,
Tauranga continues to lead
the way for the second
consecutive month with
8.3% value growth over the
past three months, down
from 10.2% quarterly value
growth in May. Tauranga
is joined by Christchurch
on 8.3% quarterly growth,
both down from around 10%
quarterly growth last month.
Central
New
Zealand
continues to show the
strongest annual rate of
value growth, with the three
fastest growing regions all
in the lower North Island.
Values in the Manawatu-

Whanganui region have
grown 36.0% in the past year,
while the greater Wellington
and Hawke’s Bay regions
have experienced annual
growth of 33.3% and
31.5% respectively. The
three lowest annual growth
rates are all in the South
Island with the Otago
region experiencing a still
signiﬁcant 18.6% increase,
Southland showing 19.1%
and Tasman at 22.9% annual
growth.
“With our borders essentially
closed to new residents,
we’ve given the housing
supply chain an opportunity
to catch its breath with record
rates of new houses being
constructed, particularly in
the main centres. But while
interest rates are still at
record lows, accompanied
with a dearth of property
listings in most parts of the
country, it’s unlikely that
we see house values fall any
time soon. We’ll likely see
a continued slowing in the
rate of price increases over
the coming months as the
property market absorbs the
recent changes and winter
really sets in,” Mr Nagel
said.

Houses
Alterations
Decks
Bathrooms
Kitchens
Roofing
Fences
Concrete
Cowsheds
Farm Buildings

Portrait of eminent scientist
by Taranaki artist

A portrait of Wendy
Larner painted by Marianne
Muggeridge, commissioned
by the New Zealand Royal
Society was unveiled at
a special ceremony on
June 21st. The unveiling
was attended by, among
other dignitaries, Ashley
Bloomﬁeld
DirectorGeneral of Health and
Siouxsie Wiles.
It is the eighth portrait
Marianne, who has twice
won the New Zealand
Adam’s Portrait Award, has
painted of notable scientists.
Though commissioned by
the Royal Society, it is the
sitter who chooses the artist.
Marianne was approached
by Wendy Larner, an
internationally recognised
social scientist, who had
seen Marianne’s seven
previous
portraits
of
eminent scientists including
Professors Paul Callaghan
and Alan MacDiarmid and
wanted Marianne to also do
hers.
Marianne who uses oil on
canvas, works entirely from
sittings.
How she arrives at her
ﬁnal result is a fascinating
process which she describes.
“Observation is where you
start,” says Marianne.
“This is how I always
work,” she continues adding
spending time with the
model and getting to know
them is an important part of
the process.
“We had 17 sessions, each
of about three hours duration
before I ‘got’ her face.”
She says “I like to get past
the ﬁrst impression or the
‘snapshot’.” It is this that
distinguishes her work and
is what makes her ﬁnished
result so different from a
photo - or a painting from
a photo - which captures a
moment (and expression) in
time.
Important too is the
interaction between the
model and the artist and the
relationship that develops.
“On the eighteenth session,
she (Wendy) started to look
at me almost with concern
that maybe I wasn’t going to

also visited, at exactly the
same time. Meaning that
Marianne and Roger had to
spend two weeks in isolation
afterwards. Had the covid
visitor been infectious they
may have taken the virus to
the unveiling.
Marianne and Roger
also organise the weekly
life drawing group that
meets every Tuesday night
(from 7pm till 9pm) at
The Emporium in Tasman
Street Opunake. Anyone is
welcome to attend including
beginners
and
they’re
always on the lookout for
models, men and women

Wendy Larner

Scientist Wendy Larner painted by Marianne
Muggeridge, which is on show at the Royal Society in
Wellington.
get it.”
It’s that quizzical, attentive
look that Marianne has
beautifully captured which
also somehow describes her
essence.
As soon as she saw the
face
Wendy commented
“Oh yes that’s me.”
Marianne
amusingly
described the expression
people usually adopt when
they’re being painted.
“People start with the
idea it’s going to take a few
sessions and to begin with
start off smiling.
After an hour or two the
smile fades and gradually
they relax and realise this is
a long process and they are
as much a part of my process
as I of theirs.
Marianne has kept a
photographic record of her
chronological efforts and
it is fascinating to see how
the ﬁnal result evolves.
“The focus is all about the
face,” she says, not the
dress she was wearing or
the background. She speaks
of the difference in eyes
which she has previously
noted when doing portraits.
While Wendy’s right eye
is directed with interest

to the artist, the left eye is
more coolly appraising and
detached.
Once you have the likeness
the other details follow
relatively quickly. Hands
can be time consuming but
in this portrait were done
almost in one session.
Clearly each of her subjects
are very interesting people
and “on top of their game.”
“They talk to me “ says
Marianne adding Wendy
was no exception and a great
story teller.
Marianne who is a graduate
of Elam School of ﬁne arts,
says she particularly likes
painting people beginning
when she was 10 she says
when she ﬁrst drew her
younger sister Cindy.
The ofﬁcial unveiling of
Marianne’s exquisite portrait
was deemed a great success.
Regrettably
however
there was a sequel to the
ceremony.
The Australian Covid
visitor who had had a
busy couple of days in
Wellington visiting Te Papa
and other places - including
the Surrealist Exhibition
which Marianne and partner
artist Roger Morris had

0800 200 210
www.helrimu.co.nz
COMMERCIAL

DOMESTIC

AIR CON &
INDUSTRIAL
VENTILATION

RURAL

POULTRY

Wendy Larner is an
internationally
respected
New Zealand social scientist
and president of the Royal
Society Te Aparangi.
The
eldest
of
ﬁve
daughters, Wendy grew up
on a sheep farm in North
Waikato.
A former Fulbright Fellow
she has held academic
positions
at
various
universities and is currently
Provost and
Professor
in Human Geography at
Victoria University.
Her research has centred on
the interdisciplinary ﬁelds
of globalisation, governance
and gender.
In 2018, she was awarded
the UK Royal Geographical
Society’s Victoria Medal.
Appointed president of the
Royal Society Te Aparangi
in 2018, she is only the
second female president
in the Royal Society’s
Te Aparangi’s 150 year
history.
Her priorities stated at
the time of appointment
included
addressing
issues of equality and
diversity in all their forms,
strengthening relationships
with Maori researchers and
te ao Maori and considering
how our research system
might better support early
career researchers.
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CLASSIC CARPETS

Call us today
for your free
measure and quote
PO Box 5044, Westown, NP, 4343
Borrell Ave, Westown, NP, 4310
e: classic@flooringxtra.co.nz
t: 06 753 3933 www.flooringxtra.co.nz

LAMINATE | CARPET | TIMBER | HYBRID
TILES | VINYL | DECOR

Phone 06 761 8999—027 256 8083

Opunake’s Biggest Range of Tyres

Come in and see us for a quote. We also stock a
big range of batteries & automotive accessories.

38 Ihaia Road, Opunake
Email: accounts@agrimec.co.nz
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Making zero the hero

Barbara Kuriger took part
in a special Parliamentary
debate to acknowledge
the Zero Suicide Aotearoa
report released on World
Suicide Prevention Day last
year.
The
report
was
commissioned by a crossparty committee to address
New Zealand’s high suicide
rate and achieve, as its name
suggests, the long-term
aspiration of zero suicides.
Members include National
MP Matt Doocey, ACT

W.O.F. • Mechanical Services • Engine Services
General Repairs •
Dashboard warnings
Diagnostics • New
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Batteries
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1759
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4933
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bars
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+
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Barbara Kuriger MP
Leader David Seymour,
Labour MP Louisa Wall and
Green MP Chloe Swarbrick.
It estimated 150,000 Kiwis
thought about taking their
own life and of those, 50,000
made a suicide plan, 20,000
attempted it and more than
500 died.
“There is no room for
politics in mental health and
every family has a story,”
she said.
“In 1995 my sister lost her
husband, and we were left
with two young nephews,
one of whom is about to
become a dad.
“Until it happens in your

Barbara Kuriger
MP for Taranaki-King Country

Backing Rural and
aland
Provincial New Zealand
Inglewood Office
80 Rata St, PO Box 124,
Inglewood 4330 • 06 756 6032
Kuriger.Inglewood@parliament.govt.nz
vt.nz
Te Awamutu Office
53 Mutu St, PO Box 302,
Te Awamutu 3800 • 07 870 1005
Kuriger.Teawamutu@parliament.govt.nz
ovt.nz
King Country Virtual Office
021 856 793
Kuriger.Kingcountry@parliament.govt.nz

Authorised by Barbara Kuriger MP, Parliament Buildings, Wgtn.

family, it’s something that’s
over there and it’s often not
talked about. But I think
every family in this day
and age has been touched
in some way — if not by
suicide, at least by mental
health.”
Mrs Kuriger said she was
heartened by the cross
party’s focus on rural mental
health.
“Because my brother-in-law
Steve was a farmer, and it
can be lonely.”
She paid special tribute
to the rural community
groups who are “doing some
fantastic work”.
“I want to make mention of
the Rural Support Trust —
Neil Bateup and the team
— who are out in our rural
communities.
“Sometimes I have to ask
the support trust people if
they are okay because they
are dealing with some pretty
heavy issues.
“I really thank those people
for the work they’ve done.
We all need to get behind
them, because in every
community there are people
who are helping the mental
health situation.
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“Most of us don’t know what
to do often and it’s the Rural
Support Trust and others
who get behind those of us
who are suffering.”
She went on to ask her fellow
politicians to take care with
the words they use.
“I would ask every politician
in this House to consider the
language we use every day
when we talk about farmers
as I often ﬁnd myself saying
‘Farmers are people too’.
“As we go through our
environmental issues and
all of the other issues that
we’re trying to deal with,
people are working so hard,
and the language that is used
towards farmers sometimes
is so tough they feel like
everything’s coming at
them, and, no matter what
they do, it’s never enough.
So I would ask us all not
just to watch our language
around zero suicide, but to
please watch the language
that we use when we’re
talking not only about
farmers but every group in
the community.”
Mrs Kuriger also discussed
the Supporting Farmers
initiative launched recently

by Fonterra which she,
husband Louis and her
son Tony are lending their
support to.
The programme, which has a
focus on sharemilkers, aims
to help them with issues
including power imbalances,
bullying “and those types of
things”.
“We got here through an
experience where the help
Tony was asking for was not
forthcoming,” she said.
“We’re really proud that
Tony is still with us and
that he’s going to be using
his experience to help other
young men and sharemilkers
as they step forward in their
farming careers.”
In a debate ﬁlled with
tears and raw emotion, Mrs
Kuriger says she believes the
report’s launch in Parliament
was a momentous occasion.
“We’re all humans at the
end of the day, so I want us
to get behind this cross-party
group and make the most
of the initiative that’s been
launched by this team.”
Barbara Kuriger
National Party spokesperson
for rural communities.

Winter Highway
maintenance continues

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency System Manager
Ross I’Anson says recent
winter weather has led to a
large number of potholes
forming on some of the
region’s busiest routes.
“Water does to roads what
sugar does to your teeth – it
causes our road surfaces to
decay and potholes to form.
When water penetrates the
road surface through cracks,
tyre action and weather can
quickly turn these cracks
into potholes.
“Some of the worst affected
areas include SH3A and
SH3 between New Plymouth
and Patea. Long sections of
these highways are due for
rehabilitation or reseals over
the next four to ﬁve years

and in the meantime, we will
make sure these highways
fulﬁl the important function
of moving people and goods
safely and efﬁciently,” says
Mr I’Anson.
Waka Kotahi plans to
undertake a signiﬁcant
amount of work to address
the condition of these roads
within the next four years. In
the coming weeks crews will
be asphalting some of the
worst affected areas to create
a more resilient surface over
the winter until permanent
repairs can be undertaken in
the summer.
“We are planning for
signiﬁcant renewals works
next year and a large repair
programme for both SH3
and SH3A.
“Over the coming months
we’ll install signs to let the
community know which
roads we’ll be renewing
next year. We’ll also install
warning signs in areas
where there’s a high risk of
potholes forming so drivers

know to take extra care and
adjust their speeds.
“Taranaki’s
volcanic
ground
conditions,
coupled with signiﬁcant
groundwater and rainfall,
mean the road surface
isn’t as resilient as in other
regions. It is a challenging
environment, but we are
working hard to create a
safe and well-maintained
road network,” Mr I’Anson
says.
“We are working with
our contractors to address
issues on the network,
but this is not a quick
process. Motorists will see
an improvement year on
year as we carry out the
renewals programmes.”
Mr I’Anson encourages
motorist to drive to the
conditions and be kind and
respectful to roadworkers
who are working long hours
in all weather conditions to
ensure the region’s roads
stay safe.

CENTRAL ENGINEERING
TARANAKI

• Design /Consultation
• Diesel Mechanical
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Repairs
• Fabrication / Installation • General Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering • Taranaki wide

Shaun Cadman

14 Castle Street, Eltham | 027 645 0162
centraleng2018@gmail.com
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Rebuilding better in Taranaki

Thanks to our Government’s
careful
economic
management
through
COVID, we’re in a much
better position than many
other
countries.
More
people are in work, with our
unemployment levels are
lower than in countries like
Australia, Canada, and the
United States. Our GDP is
tracking in the right direction,
business conﬁdence is up,
and demand for our exports
remains strong.
While these are all positive
indicators,
the
global
uncertainty caused by the
pandemic is still the biggest
threat facing our economy.
That’s why we’re continuing
our balanced approach,
ensuring that through our
COVID recovery plan, we’re
keeping debt down and
targeting spending where it
will have the most impact.
A key part of this plan
is investing in critical
infrastructure around New
Zealand. Over the next ﬁve
years, we’re investing a
record $57.3 billion into
infrastructure to drive our

STEPH LEWIS
MP FOR WHANGANUI
recovery. This will not only
create jobs and strengthen
our economy, but it will
also ensure our communities
have the schools, hospitals
and transport networks we
need for the future. We’ve
funded projects right across
New Zealand, supporting
thousands of jobs and in
many cases, enabling work
to start sooner than planned.
Here in Taranaki, a number
of projects are already
underway. For example:
The Cycling Education park
and half basketball court
in Stratford, the rebuilding
of
Yarrow
Stadium,
estimated to be able to host

GLENN BENNETT
MP FOR NEW PLYMOUTH
up top 16,000 spectators
once completed and the
Mawhitiwhiti Kanihi Pā
build project. Also, the ﬁrst
stage of work on the new Te
Ramanui o Ruaputahanga
- Library, Arts and Culture
Centre in Hawera has
started. These projects have
generated 116 jobs so far,
with up to 493 projected.
Of course, investing in
critical infrastructure isn’t
the only way we’re creating
jobs and getting people into
work. We’re continuing to
roll out initiatives like our
Jobs for Nature programme,
which
is
supporting
essential
environmental

and pest control work, and
we’re linking businesses
and
workers
through
programmes like Flexiwage and Mana in Mahi.
According to the Treasury,
around 221,000 more people
will be in work over the next
four years, thanks to our
Government’s actions.
As we create jobs today,
we’re also making sure we
have the skilled workforce
we need for tomorrow. Since
we introduced our free trades
training and apprenticeships
programme a year ago, more
than 135,000 people have
signed on to upskill and get
the experience they need for a
career in the trades. This will
strengthen New Zealand’s
workforce as our rebuild
continues over the next few
years, while opening up lots
of opportunities for people
here in Taranaki.
Accelerating our recovery
through infrastructure and
jobs is a key part of our
plan, but it’s not our only
priority. We’re proud that
as we rebuild our economy,
we’re also making sure we

tackle long term challenges
like child poverty, housing
affordability and climate
change.
Whether
it’s
investing in projects like
Hiringa Renewable Power
and Green Hydrogen Project

The Housing Minister
Megan
Woods
is
encouraging
councils,
iwi and developers to put
forward ideas for getting
Government help to fund
infrastructure needed for
new housing.
Expressions of Interest have
opened for the billion dollar
contestable Infrastructure
Acceleration Fund to pay
for services like water pipes
and roads to enable new
housing.
“We have set down
expectations on how the
Fund will be weighted
toward bringing on multiple,
affordable new homes
quickly and in the right
places; in urban centres
as well as in the regions,”
Megan Woods said.
“Now we need people to
work together to come up

with infrastructure proposals
to make use of the funding.
Councils have been clear
that a key barrier to getting
new housing underway is
having land ready to build
on, and the Fund is a golden
opportunity to make it
happen.
“Our engagement with
councils suggests there will
be a number of projects
that the Fund can help get
underway in the short to
medium future, if they meet
the criteria.
We are looking for projects
that will bring on multiple,
affordable
new
homes
quickly and in the right
places; in urban centres as
well as in the regions.
“Developers and landowners
will beneﬁt from the
infrastructure
investment
as it will provide them

with build-ready land for
housing - we expect them
to contribute through cofunding or other ﬁnancial
contributions.
“We’ll also need councils
to show that the proposed
infrastructure is genuinely
additional to what they were
going to pay for anyway, and
whether the infrastructure
supports
intensiﬁcation
particularly through the
National Policy Statement –
Urban Development.
“The housing crisis was
decades in the making and
will take more time to turn
around, but this Fund can
make a real difference to
increasing the supply of
housing by assisting in
overcoming a key barrier to
building – access to basic
infrastructure,”
Megan
Woods said.

to support jobs, or rolling
out free lunches in schools
to help give Taranaki’s
children a great start in life,
our Government is ensuring
that together, we can come
out of COVID stronger.

DP PLUMBING

¬¬
Craftsman Plumber/ Drainlayer
Living locally in Okato

23 years experience
Competitive quotes and
prompt service
Ph Duane on
021 023 05021

Infrastructure Acceleration Fund
opens

Glenn Rogers
Dip. F.D Dip. Emb.

HERE FOR YOU WHEN
YOU NEED US MOST

SELL BETTER WITH BAYLEYS THIS

Where autumn leaves have fallen and winter lies ahead, smart
sellers know a change in season holds valuable sale opportunities
when you’re backed by Bayleys.
We’re anticipating strong influence from owner-occupiers through these
winter months, which is perfect for savvy sellers looking to showcase snug
winter features and secure optimal value.
Fewer winter listings will help your property to make an impact, while
backing by Bayleys offers the chance to reach serious, more focussed
purchasers through exclusive marketing tools and strategic industry
partnerships which help us to find the buyers others can’t.
For more information about how winter can work harder, and smarter for
you, your local Bayleys office welcomes your call.
Bayleys Taranaki 06 759 0415
info@bayleystaranaki.co.nz
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Bayleys Hawera 06 278 1630
info@bayleyshawera.co.nz

SUCCESS REALTY LTD, BAYLEYS, LICENSED UNDER THE REA ACT 2008

A LT O G E T H E R B E T T E R
Residential / Commercial / Rural / Property Services
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Sun shines for Sandy Bay
volunteers

NEW PLYMOUTH
p. 06 759 0105

ELTHAM
p. 06 764 8305

www.schurrireland.co.nz

Te Tuahu Sandy Bay
was a hive of activity for
volunteers digging in native
plants on July 1

Chris Lamain, Secretary
of Ngati Tara Oaonui Sandy
Bay Society, reported a good
turnout of helpers that day.
There were 29.
Phone Chris Lamain at
0220945650 for information
about future events. Local
folk would be welcome to
join in this project which
appeals to all ages.
Kathy Stanley

Cabinet Making, Glass Supplies &
Custom Joinery Solutions

Murray Dobbin ﬁnds his favourite place for digging in the sandhills.

Donald & Ian Murray
027 242 8379
027 348 9445

06 764 8616

LEFT:
Andy Whitehead (left) as
Chairman of the OMV
Community Action Group
had plenty to talk to
volunteer Kupa Wineera,
while digging plants at Te
Tuahu Sandy Bay.

136 High Street, Eltham
eltham.bs@gmail.com
www.elthambuildingsuppliers.co.nz

Dave’s available for all farm maintenance
digging and all landscaping work.

pecialist

utdoor

ervices

call 027 605 8437
31 King Street - Opunake
Dr. Lisa Connelly
Paediatric & Adult Dermatologist

The real skin expert.
Complete Skin Health
Cosmetic

Peels, Botox®, Dermal Fillers

Skin Cancer

Skin Check, Mole Imaging, Surgery

Medical

Acne, Dermatitis, Rashes, Psoriasis, Hair + Nails

Skin Care

Sun Protection Expert
Healthy Aging Skin Products
Oral Antioxidant Supplements

Book your specialist skin appointment now.
info@iderm.co.nz or 027 977 9119 iderm.co.nz
Clinic
Butlers
Lane, Ōakura
Clinic located
located at
at 456
Molesworth
Street, New Plymouth

RIGHT:
Happily at work planting
on July 1, 2021 are Laura
Hickey (left) and Kelsi
Bayly (right).
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Artefact found on Pungarehu farm
About ﬁfty years ago
Michael Fleming discovered
something of interest on his
Cape Road, Pugarehu farm.
Made of wood the artefact
resembled a mere (club), but
is more likely an implement
for crushing vegetable
matter, such as ﬂax and
roots. “I was quite pleased
because it is the only one
I’ve found.” However, he
has been given, over the
years, several other artefacts
including stone adzes and
other items with sharpened
edges.
The wooden artefact was
found about 100 metres to
the seaward side of where
Michael’s grandfather had
his homestead (It no longer
exists). The artefact was
sitting uncovered on the
top of the terrain. He said
the item probably dated to
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LEFT:
The stone artefacts Michael Fleming was given with
the wooden one he found (on the extreme right).

We welcome your contributions
Please send to
editorial@opunakecoastal news.co.nz

INGLEWOOD TIMBER PROCESSORS LTD.
41 Cutfield Street, Inglewood.
Contact Mark on (06)756 8803 or
itpltd@xtra.co.nz

Michael Fleming holding the wooden artefact he found in
this very location ﬁfty years ago.
a time before 1880. Michael marked by an ornate stone
said the area where it was fence on the left side of Cape
found was quite swampy. Road, heading towards the
The old homestead site is sea.

The larger of the stone
adzes was given to him
by Maru Murutoroa. “He
worked for my father forty
years
ago,”
comments
Michael.

All our wood products are
untreated and kiln dried. This
means our baled shavings are
ideal for use with animals, or
where a clean, pure product is
essential.

These artefacts were gifted
by Michael Fleming to the
Cape Egmont Boat Club
and they will be eventually
on display at the Cape
Egmont Replica Lighthouse/
Museum.

Dimensions: 1200x700x700
Weight: 120kg per bail (approx.)

.

Gardening with
Palmers Gardening
Centre

$65.00 each + delivery.
Early orders essential over
winter.

We’ve got the lot!

Winter Rose (Hellebores)
Hellebores (also known
as the Winter Rose) are
perennial
plants
with
elegant ﬂowers, perfect for
brightening up shady areas
during late winter and early
spring. They are quick to
establish and very easy to
care for and looking their
best in store now at Palmers.
Hellebores prefer to grow
in rich well-drained soil
in full to part shade and
whilst they are shade lovers
most do better with a little
sun, under the canopy of a
deciduous tree or shrub is an
ideal location. They need soil
that is rich in organic matter
similar to the environment
of a forest ﬂoor, so dig in
a good organic compost
to your planting location
beforehand. Feed with a
slow-release fertiliser in late
autumn and in spring.

If plants become overgrown
divide and replant them
in new locations in spring
just after they have ﬁnished
ﬂowering and pick off
brown or dried ﬂower heads
as needed.
In the last few years some
amazing new colours have
come on the market. Our
picks here at Palmers are:
Flash Gordon – Deep
burgundy
red
ﬂowers
throughout winter;

Ice N’ Roses series (Red,
Rose and White) - noted for
their outward facing ﬂowers;

Illumi Lime - marbled
and veined leathery leaves
with masses of lime green
ﬂowers. Ideal for cut ﬂowers.

Prompt On-Farm
Call Out Service

Tractor, Truck &
Motorbike

Qualified Mechanic/
Mechanic Repairs

Wheel Alignment
General Tyre repairs

QUALITY TRACTOR TYRES
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

Cameron’s Tyres
and Automotives
Palmers Gardening Centre
& Cafe Botannix

BROADWAY SOUTH - STRATFORD
PH: 06 765 8401 - 021 061 3895

BRANDERSON HOMES LTD

Palmers knows plants

At Palmers, you’ll find a Garden Centre full of passionate
gardeners who are ready to share the joy of good living
with you. We are all about creating beautiful spaces, at
our place and at yours. We’re locally owned and operated,
packed with quality products and expert advice for your
home and garden.

TRANSPORTABLE HOMES
The ideal setting to stop in for a delicious meal, made in-house
with seasonal garden produce. Our tranquil garden setting and
covered outdoor courtyard is the perfect place to relax after
meandering through the garden centre.
Cnr Katere and Devon Rd, Fitzroy, New Plymouth.
Ph: 06 758 7455. Open 7 days from 8.30am.

Office, Show Room & Workshop located at
47 Hautapu Road, Cambridge
branderson.homes@xtra.co.nz
www.brandersonhomes.co.nz
07 827 3901
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SHOE & BOOT
SALE
by SCARPAS
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East End beach at Sunset

David Deacon

New selection of men’s shoes
Also SHOE,

BAG & LEATHER REPAIRS

244 Broadway - STRATFORD
Ph (06) 765 5591 - Fax (06) 765 5594

gibsonplumbing
LTD.

CERTIFIED

Plumbing, Gasﬁ�ng and
Drain Laying

Plus! Rooﬁng, Wood Fires and
other Hea�ng Solu�ons

06 761 8757

027 445 7164

gibson.plumbing@xtra.co.nz

POWERLINE FAULTS
AND SERVICING

From a fuse or broken insulator replaced
to a complete powerline rebuild
Call:

TOP OF THE LINE
ELECTRICITY SERVICES

Greg Lewis: 027 453 0326
Justin Robinson: 027 445 9162

Powerline Servicing Specialists
Free line inspections
Free advice | Free quotes
OBILITY &
ORE 2010 LTD
0800 765 763
TARANAKI WIDE SALES & SERVICE

Taranaki wide sales, hire and service.
Free delivery, competitive prices.

MOBILITY SCOOTERS
and all living aids - we’ll help you
with whatever you need.

Kevin & Marilyn Bromell
154 PRINCES ST - HAWERA
Ph: 06 278 8072 - Freephone 0800 765 763
www.mobilityandmore.co.nz

Obeying the sign and staying off the beach on the walkway, check out the signage

Photo by Irene van der Sar.

Mandatory folic acid in bread to reduce birth defects

All non-organic breadmaking wheat ﬂour in New
Zealand will be fortiﬁed
with folic acid within the
next two years..
The supplement has been
proven to prevent birth
defects like spina biﬁda.
Food
Safety
Minister
Ayesha Verrall said more
than half of pregnancies in
New Zealand are unplanned,
so it’s not practical for all
women to take a folic acid
supplement a month before
they conceive.
Professor Clare Wall,
Head of the Discipline of
Nutrition and Dietetics,
Faculty of Medical and
Health Sciences, University
of Auckland, comments:
“Information
collected
by Growing up in New
Zealand, this country’s
largest
contemporary
longitudinal study, was an
important contributor to the
development of the new
policy announced that all
non-organic bread-making
wheat ﬂour in New Zealand
will be fortiﬁed with folic
acid within the next two

years.
“Published research from
Growing Up demonstrated
that 92% of pregnant women
were not taking folic acid
supplements according to the
national recommendation (4
weeks before until 12 weeks
after conception), with 69%
taking insufﬁcient folic
acid, and 57% extending use
of the supplement past 13
weeks’ gestation.
“This study also indicated
that there were important
sociodemographic inequities
in the rates of inadequate
use of folic acid. The risk
of having insufﬁcient folic
acid use during pregnancy
was higher among mothers:
under 30, with lower levels of
education, of non-European/
Pakeha
ethnicities,
unemployed, who smoked
cigarettes, whose pregnancy
was unplanned, living in
more deprived households
or who had older children.
In contrast, there was
decreased risk of extended
use of folic acid (past the
12th week after conception)
among mothers: of Paciﬁc

HOME KILL MEAT PROCESSING
* Beef * Pork * Sheep
Now doing Bacon and Ham
37 Warwick Road, Stratford
Ph Colin 027 476 4302 or AH 06 765 5937

ethnicity (versus European)
and for whom this was not a
ﬁrst pregnancy
“Then,
a
subsequent
study, using Growing Up
dietary data collected from
mothers antenatally, enabled
us to explore the impact
of different scenarios of
folic acid fortiﬁcation of
foods on women`s dietary
intake of folate. This study
demonstrated that the current
voluntary fortiﬁcation of
food with folic acid in NZ is
not providing equal access
to folate intake among its
ethnically diverse population
of women of childbearing
age. It also showed that if
food products made with
wheat ﬂour and rice were
mandatorily fortiﬁed with
folic acid in New Zealand,
ethnic inequities in women’s
folate intakes would be
potentially reduced.
“The ﬁndings of both

studies are of relevance
for New Zealand, as it
used contemporary data
and which are nationally
generalizable.”
Main ﬁndings from study
1:
•
13% did not use
folic acid at all;
•
22% did not take
sufﬁcient
supplements
during the recommended
period (4 weeks before until
12 weeks after conception);
•
33% did not take
sufﬁcient
supplements
during the recommended
period but extended folic
acid use beyond the ﬁrst
trimester of pregnancy;
•
Only 8% used folic
acid supplements according
to the recommendation;
•
23%
achieved
the recommendation and
kept using this supplement
past the 12th week after
conception.

Renewable gas study
shows promise

A new study showing the potential of renewable gas made
from organic and farm waste has been welcomed by Energy
Resources Aotearoa.
The joint study by Beca, Firstgas Group and Fonterra
estimates that biogas with low emissions could be in use by
homes and businesses by 2030.
“This is an exciting potential new energy source that
could use the existing natural gas infrastructure,” says chief
executive John Carnegie.
“It shows the importance of keeping our options open, and
not banning new gas connections which could be used for
this new form of gas.
“It also shows the ETS is working. By putting a price on
emissions, it is encouraging new technological innovations
like this.
“New Zealand is going to need more energy from all
sources as we transition to lower emissions, so this is a very
welcome project.”
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We all met at the home of
our member Dene Lines for
our June meeting. We had
Gillian Frandsen sit in as
secretary as Sharyn Hurley
was absent.
The thought for the
month was “We can’t help
everyone, but everyone can
help somebody.”
The roll call was “What
was your ﬁrst fancy dress?”
This discussion brought
back many memories of the
costumes that were worn.
A few of the costumes were
Buttons and Bows, Fairies, a
Dutch girl and Oliver Twist
just to name a few.
A couple of members have
visited the display down
at the Patea museum and
commented that it was a great
display.
Four of our members Val
Eliason, Fiona
Collins,
Sharyn Hurley, and Gillian
Frandsen
attended
the
Conference in Wellington
celebrating 100 years of
Women’s Institute in New
Zealand and Fiona Collins
gave us a report on the
wonderful time they had
Rodney Dunlop from Habitat for Humanity.
there.
Secret friends were thanked from members.
winners were
for gifts given and received The monthly competition
Rafﬂe - Margaret Arbuckle.

Embroidery – 1. Rosalie
Gibson 2. Dorothy Hughes 3.
Joy Eliason. Cheese scones.
1. Jo Ellis. 2. Diane West.
3. Nan Stokes. Serviette –
1. Dorothy Hughes. 2.Dene
Lines. 3. Margaret Arbuckle.
The Jubilee dish was
awarded to Jo Ellis..
The meeting was then
closed and we all indulged in
a beautiful lunch which the
members had brought and
lots of catching up with one
another.
After lunch we had Rodney
Dunlop from Habitat for
Humanity come to speak
to us. This was extremely
interesting to hear about the
marvellous work they do not
only in New Zealand but over
in the Islands ad well.
This ended our fabulous day.
Jo Ellis

GET YOUR LAWNMOWER &
CHAINSAWS SERVICED HERE!
We service all types of LAWNMOWERS, BIKES,
CHAINSAWS & RODS & REELS

HP AND
LAYBY
AVAILABLE
For the next few weeks we are available to work on chainsaw
and mower servicing, blade sharpening and replacements.
Please call to book any repairs on your chainsaws & mowers.

SYMES OUTDOOR & SPORTS LTD
Tasman St, Opunake | Ph

Call our sales team on
06 761 7016

rural area, bounded in the
north by the New Plymouth
city border, extending east
to Egmont Village and around
to the edge of Stratford, south
to Hawera city border and
inland to Kaponga & Eltham.
We want to be involved with your
business. Call today and discuss
your marketing options with us.

OPUNAKE & COASTAL

NEWS

Promote your business or event
in our area, call us on:

Ph/Fax: 06 761 7016 - 23 Napier Street, Opunake
or e-mail us: ads@opunakecoastalnews.co.nz

Peter Kuriger Engineering & Concrete

Need Concrete? troughs, culvert pipes and lids , bridge decks, box
culverts and bases, inspection pipes and much more….call us.

889 Upper Kaweora Road - Opunake 0274 526 718 - 06 761 8122

06 761 8778

Advertise your event in the
Opunake & Coastal News

WANT TO DO BUSINESS IN OUR AREA?
Opunake and Coastal News
Talk to us
is distributed free to every
today!
home & business within the

We Repair Farm and Contracting Machinery - Hydraulic Rams
Diggers and all Buckets - Tip Trailers - Quarry Equipment and
undertake General Maintenance - plus Stainless Welding
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Ofﬁce Hours: 8.30am-3.30pm
Hours of Instruction: 8.40am - 3.10pm
Ph: 06 7524022/ Txt: 027 320 1267
/coastaltaranakischool/
coastaltaranaki.school.nz/
Mā te whānau te tamaiti e puawai
Through collaboration, our learners will thrive.

Ako
(PSRZHU

0ƘWHZKƘQDXWHWDPDLWLHSXDZDL
Through collaboration, our learners will thrive

:KDQDXQJDWDQJD
&ROODERUDWH

0DQDDNLWDQJD
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YOUR SCHOOL OF CHOICE FOR A SEAMLESS EDUCATION

Coastal Taranaki School is a vibrant area school situated in Okato, only thirty kilometers from Taranaki’s main city New Plymouth. The school caters for students from Years 0—13 (5 to 18 years old) and
offers a variety of learning experiences alongside the core subjects required by the New Zealand government.

‘THE ARTS’ TERM TWO FOCUS
Term two at Coastal Taranaki School has been focused on the Arts with Visual arts, Kapahaka, Music and Performing Arts just some of the areas students and staff have
been working on.

KAPAHAKA

Ka kite anō Matua Clive
Last week was Matua Clive's last appearance at CTS as our Kapa Haka tutor. At
our ﬁnal Kapa Haka practice as a school our tamariki and staff presented Matua
Clive with a taonga to show our gratitude, and in recognition of his years of
time spent at CTS.
We look forward to welcoming Whāea Nganeko Eriwata who is stepping in to
ﬁll the role of Kapa Haka leader moving forward.

PUANGA CELEBRATION & OPEN DAY

We held our annual Puanga Breakfast Celebration last month. This year’s event
was organised and run by our Year 11 students and we are very proud of the
event they prepared for our school community. With over 200 people in
attendance, we gathered for a karanga to call in both the new day and Māori
New Year. This was followed by karakia, kōrero and a ceremonial ﬁre lighting.
Then we moved into our school hall that had been prepared as a dining hall
for a lovely breakfast and some presentations. We also hosted an Open Day
event for families considering joining our school and for parents who are
considering their children’s options for Years 9-13 schooling.

MOTOCROSS

Our school Motocross team ﬁnished the ‘King of the Schools Primary/Intermediate Series’ for 2021 at the ﬁnal event
in Whangarei on July 3rd. The team ﬁnished the series as the overall winners! Completing the four events held
around the North Island to ﬁnish ﬁrst in the North Island out of 95 primary and intermediate schools. Thanks to our
team sponsors Puniho Engineering, Honda Hub, Okato Foursquare, and Fruit Party. We would like to acknowledge the
parent community who have supported our students to represent our school. Well done to the students who have
such a passion and enthusiasm for Motocross!
Motocross Winning Team by Ethan Hooker and Te Ihorangi Walden
At Motocross we came ﬁrst place in the North Island out of 92 schools at the King of the Schools Primary/Intermediate
Schools MX Series for 2021.We had to drive all the way to Whangarei, and it took seven and a half hours to get there.
Ethan Hooker won the Yrs 7-11, 53-149cc Trail Class with 150 points. Lucca Mclean came 2nd place, Luccas Ripia came
4th, Tula Mclean came 5th. Te Kaewa won the Intro Trail Class. Liam came 5th place out of in the Pro 65 class.
When we got there, we took a photo of the team sitting on the motorbikes, and the people in the team got new
sweatshirts from our sponsors Puniho Engineering, Okato Four Square, Fruit Party and Honda Hub. Ethan had to sit
next to the box bumping him in the head the whole way.All the Motocross teams were impressive at riding and
everyone was fair and kind. Some people fell off their bikes, Kyan hurt his shoulder but kept on riding. Billy got knocked
out by someone on a Husqvarna 50cc 2 stroke bike, he went to the hospital but he didn’t break anything. We Face
Timed him during the results when we won the championship trophy.

SCHOOL PRODUCTION

Back in Term 1 2020 Whaea Justine voiced an idea around ‘Te Aranui o Pukeonaki’ as our Production. Over the last 4 weeks we have literally
sewed costumes, painted scenery and worked on the logistics of the transitions of classes that culminated in our slick performances. What a
joy it was to see Whaea Justine’s initial idea coming to fruition. Each and every performer made us proud. Special mention should be made of
our main characters:
Pukeonaki: Cypress-Jak Ryder
Rauhoto Tapairu: Brianna McCready-Scouller
Tongariro: Ricky Smith
Pihanga: Shanay Rikirangi
Pihanga understudy: Elena Barron
Ruapehu: Grady O’Sullivan
Tauhara: Alana Wood
Pouakai: Francie O’Sullivan
Kaitake: Shiloh Baylis
Nan: Melody Weir
Koro: Kalani Dalton

Tahurangi: Te Mokena Walden
Panitahi: Samuel Rolls

Villagers/ Mokopuna: Gene Wynaird, Tula
MacLean, Monique Thompson-Simmer,
Eloise Moorby, Mia Wade, Hayley Sulzberger,
Te Mokena Walden
Guidestone Dancers: Madison Quay,
Monique Thompson-Simmer, Hayley
Sulzberger, Rebecca Goodin

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Tatarakihi Festival
upcoming event
for Kapa haka.
Taranaki Puanga
Festival.
Coastal Kapa Haka
schools event.
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Coastal Taranaki School Production

Back in Term 1 2020 Whaea
Justine voiced an idea around
‘Te Aranui o Pukeonaki’ as
our Production. She talked
it through with Mr Walden
and myself and whilst we
agreed it was a great idea
and the kaupapa worked
well within our localised
curriculum portraying our
school value ‘Ako’, we were
very conscious of how large
this project would be.
Then COVID hit and our
priorities changed overnight.
Sadly any kōrero around the
production was set aside
and we were left to defer it
until 2021. In Feb 2021, we
reconvened our discussions
around the production and we
gave Whaea Justine a short
time frame to put together
a summary of the play and
draft script that the Project
Based Learning Group could
then further develop and
work on collaboratively.
She met with Taipuni
Ruakere and Fay Mulligan
who whakapapa to Puniho
Pā and Taranaki Iwi, to
ensure that we captured
localised cultural narrative.
Again, this fits well into our
school values and vision
of
‘Whanaungatanga’.
Auditions took place and
parts were cast.
Early term 2, the work
stream quickly got put into

The performers are a vision of colour and action.
place. Raelene Luckin was
drafted in to support the
classroom teachers with the
dance and choreography.
Band and choir practises
began and cast members
commenced practicing their
lines. Cale Snowdon and
Shanay Rikirangi began
writing and producing their
amusing ‘rap’ about the two
fighting mounga.
Over the last 4 weeks
we have literally sewed
costumes, painted scenery
and worked on the logistics

of the transitions of classes
that culminated in our
slick performances. What
a joy it was to see Whaea
Justine’s initial idea coming
to fruition. Each and every
performer made us proud.
What is left to say is the
gratitude that we have for all
the ‘Manaakitanga’ shown
to us throughout the last
month. Those people who
gave their time and talents
to us. Our thanks go to them
all.
Richard
Grevers
and

Soren Grevers-White for
organising with Taranaki
Stage Hire (TSH) and all
the lighting. Caleb Rayner,
who is studying sound
production as part of his
WITT training, worked on
the sound with David. Our
backstage crew led by Stage
Manager Ngahuia Hohaia
who worked alongside our
hard working Learning
Assistants, Liana Giftins and
Kirsty Koboski on the stage
management and props, and
the runners Jordan Smith,

Krystal
Breeze
Ryder,
Keyana Taylor and Isabelle
McCready-Scouller.
The creative hands of
Mrs Gorrie-Lawn, Mrs
Richardson, Whaea Katey,
Amy Wade, Megan Riddock
, Glenda Palmer, Jocelyn
Grigsby, Melanie Thomson,
Brianna McCready-Scouller,
Shanay Rikirangi, Aliya
Fever for our wonderful
kakahu.
Unfortunately, our new
kapa haka costumes were
still being made so at the
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very last minute Nanny Joy
and Sally Tippet put together
an interim kapa haka outfit
for our group. What a super
job they did.
Min White and Amy Wade
shared their skills, coming
up trumps with the make up
requests to add the finishing
touches to the costumes.
We sadly also say a
big thank you and a fond
farewell to Matua Clive
who instructed our kapa
haka performance group as
Whaea Nganeko takes over
the reins.
We
acknowledge
the
Design
PBL
group,
supported by Mr Leppard
and Matua Lester for
creating the scenery.
This production should
rightly and obviously be
mostly attributed to the
brilliant writing and casting
by Whaea Justine but also
shows clearly how a small
community knows how to
put on a big show.
Te amorangi ki mua, te
hapai o ki muri
The leader at the front
and the workers behind the
scenes.
Supplied
by
Taranaki School.

Coastal

Mokau 63 North Street
Tender

Tender - Mokau House
Look at this! A three-bedroom weatherboard furnished bach at Mokau, the great holiday spot.
Plenty of room for the boat, motorhome and extra tents on the flat 675sqm section and the perfect spot to go whitebaiting
from.

3

1

2

Tender closes Friday 6th August, 2021 at 4.00pm, (unless sold
prior), Property Brokers Office, 227 Devon Street West, New
Plymouth
View Sat 17 Jul 11.30 - 2.00pm
Web pb.co.nz/NPU93227

Close to the river, beaches and the Whitebait Inn. RV $205,000

Property Brokers Ltd Licensed REAA 2008 | pb.co.nz

Paddy Bolger
M 027 434 4464

E paddyb@pb.co.nz
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A journey for a mountain and a school

For their 2021 production
Coastal Taranaki School has
gone for something homegrown, and based on a story
of local signiﬁcance.

Te Aranui Pukeonaki
Journey of the Mountain is a
nuanced take on the battle of
the mountains. This version
is one which may not be so
familiar to those more used
to the generic story of how
Pukeonaki quarrelled with
Tongariro for the love of
Pihanga and left his home
in the Central Plateau for a
new home on the west coast
and with it a new name, Rua
Taranaki.
The show opened on the
afternoon of June 7, followed
by evening showings on June
7 and June 8. The school’s
primary and intermediate
classes provided the dance
numbers, with speaking
parts going to members of
the senior school.
The story has the beautiful
Pihanga (Shanay Rikirangi)
attracting the attention of
Pukeonaki(Cypress-Jak
Ryder) and Tongariro(Ricky
Smith). The action then
proceeds
through
to
Taranaki’s
ﬁnal
home
where the handsome hero
becomes the centre of

Performers at Coastal Taranaki School’s production Te Aranui Pukeonaki Journey of the Mountain.
romantic attention, this
time from Kaitake (Shiloh
Baylis)and Pouakai (Francie
O’Sullivan).
In putting the show
together, the school had
consulted with the Puniho
marae and hapu Nga
Mahanga. Coastal Taranaki
School
principal
Scott
Walden says every hapu has
its own cultural narrative, so
they had decided to follow

ONE STOP SHOP

Winners of the Auto Super Shoppes
Environment Award 2021

Above. A distraught Pukeonaki/Taranaki (Cypress Jak-Ryder) contemplates the loss
of Pihanga.
the local one in putting the
production together.
Justine Francis, the show’s
director began work on
it back in December.
As well as director, she
also describes herself as
scriptwriter, although she
says she wanted the cast
members to have their own
input.
“I left bits blank so they
could write their own
scenes,” she said.
“We were talking to people
and noticed a few variations
on this story. In our one
there’s a little bit more focus
on peace. He(Taranaki)
leaves because he want to

• WOF Inspection • Wheel Alignments • Tyres
• Services all makes and models • Car Valet
• Batteries • Radiators new and repairs
• Valvoline Oil • New and used parts • Avatar sales
8am - 5pm Monday - Friday
Broadway South, Stratford

Ph: 06 765 7170

promote peace. It’s a very
modern retelling and more
in depth. It’s really great
for kids.”
All through term, the
school had been learning
about the story, and their
artwork which was on
display to be seen by those
coming to the show reﬂects
this.
“All term it’s been
mountain madness,” says
Justine.
Scott says having the
entire school and its various
departments creating the
show is what sets it apart
from something based on
an established format.
“We have new entrants
through to school leavers
, which creates a need to
produce opportunities for
students of all ages to learn,
grow and participate. It’s
required the contribution of
a whole lot of expertise in
arts, music and technology.
It’s
been
reﬂective
of our school values
of
encouraging
those
community partnerships,
and Ako, or empowering
our learners.”
Te Aranui Pukeonaki
comes three years after
the success of the school’s
production of Pirates of
the Curry Bean, which
had been put together after
consulting with the local
community, Scott said at
the time.
“A prominent part of the
feedback was that they
wanted to bring back the
school productions, so we
responded with Pirates of
the Curry Bean.”
The school was looking to
put on a production every
two years, but last year the
uncertainties of Covid and
lockdown meant this was
postponed.
Scott says the production
has had beneﬁts for the
school beyond putting on
the show.
“The real learning is
what has already occurred
throughout the term, and
this becomes an opportunity
to share and celebrate that
learning.”

Left: Koro (Kalani Dalton) tells the story.

DRIER. CLEANER. HEALTHIER
SOUTH TARANAKI & WANGANUI

Chem-Dry is the world’s largest carpet cleaning company

24 HOUR FLOOD & URGENT STAIN REMOVAL





Carpet and upholstery cleaning and protection
We move the furniture
Free quotes, residential and commercial

 We specialise in stains, odours & hard to clean
carpets and fabrics
 P.U.R.T. Pet urine removal treatment

0800 22 78 22

        
         

email: wanganui@chemdry.co.nz mobile: 0272 999 605

     

www.chemdry.co.nz

Independently owned and operated under a Chem-Dry License Servicing
“THE SOUTH TARANAKI AND WANGANUI REGIONS”

            

Swipe more ... save more
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New District Governor loves being a Lion

Megan England says she
enjoys giving back to the
community. A member
of the Eltham Lions Club
for the last 15 years, the
principal of Ngaere School
has just started a one year
term as District Governor of
Lions District 202D which
stretches from Uruti to
Foxton.
She has spent most of her
life around Eltham.
Originally the Lions had
tried to get her husband
Robert interested in joining,
she says.
“He’s a Rotarian at heart,
but I was quite keen. I had
been brought up with Lions.
My father(Jim Best) had
been a Lion and joined the
Eltham Club shortly after
the club chartered.”
Since joining as the Eltham
Club Megan has served as
president and secretary, as
well as being zone chair. She
had earlier been approached
and asked if she wanted to
start the path which would
lead to her being installed as
district governor.
“I said I wasn’t ready,
but this time I think the
timing is right,” she says.
“I enjoy giving back to the
Lions District Governor Megan England with her husband Robert before her
community. I think I have
installation via Zoom.
the skills and knowledge
and leadership as a school bigger organisation than just ahead is “Tell your story, remain a Lion. Let others
principal to make a go of the clubs, and I love being a know your why,”
see the passion you have for
it. . I like the big picture Lion.”
” Think about why you what you do, for the belief
stuff. I like being part of a
Her theme for the year joined Lions and why you in doing ‘good’ for your

community, for the fun you
have while doing it. Share
our purpose. Share our
collective ‘why’. Tell our
collective story,” she says.
Prior to Covid, Megan
would have been installed as
district governor at the Lions
World Convention. This year
it was originally intended
that the country’s seven
district governors would
be installed at a weekend
away in Martinborough,
but Wellington going into
Alert Level 2 meant this
plan had to be shelved.
Instead Megan, along with
the other incoming district
governors were installed via
Zoom in the comfort of their
respective living rooms.
Like
other
service
organisations Lions faces
challenges of continuing to
be relevant and attracting
younger members.
“Everybody’s extremely
busy these days,” says
Megan.
She says there’s a need
to attract newer members
in the 30-40 year old age
group and encourage them
to make giving back a
priority, although she says
she has been impressed
with some of the initiatives
clubs have taken to bring
in new members. These
include relaxing the format
of meetings, social media,
and making projects more
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appealing
to
younger
members.
Megan has been principal
at Ngaere School for the last
eight years. Before then she
was assistant principal at
Eltham Primary School. She
has four adult children.
Megan succeeds Louise
Knapman of Opunake as
district governor. Taking
over from her next year
will be Colyton farmer
Stephen Barr who also has
an Opunake connection.
He is the son of Opunake
identities Jim and Gabrielle
Barr and was head boy at
Opunake High School.

Sandfords
Manaia
Golf Club
results

July 3. Logan Symes +3.
Trevor Larsen +3. Grant
Gopperth +1. Jim Greenough
+1. Kevin Murrell.
Juniors. Boys. 1. Luke
Norris. 2. Carter Symes.
Girls. 1. Hannah Symes. 2.
McKenna Norris. 3. Anise
Borrie. Putting. Hannah
Symes.
Anise
Borrie.
McKenna Norris.

Introducing
Andrew Foot

06 758 4449 or 021 0274 5937
58 - 62 Leach St, New Plymouth
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Inaugural rail programme creates certainty and jobs
The inaugural three-year
plan for investing in New
Zealand’s rail network
creates certainty and jobs
and marks the start of a
new era for KiwiRail, the
company’s Group Chief
Executive Greg Miller says.
Transport Minister Michael
Wood released the ﬁrst
Rail Network Investment
Programme (RNIP), which
details the $1.3 billion
investment to maintain and
improve rail lines across the
country over the next three
years.
“This plan has major
beneﬁts for KiwiRail, will
create and sustain jobs,

and will help ensure New
Zealand’s
exports
and
domestic freight get where
they need to go,” Mr Miller
says.
“It covers the important
work of replacing aging
bridges, worn-out tracks and
the civil works necessary to
ensure that our national rail
network is up to standard so
that the thousands of train
services we run are reliable.
“With 70 per cent fewer
emissions
than
road
transport, getting more
freight onto rail offers a
real opportunity to reduce
New Zealand’s transport
emissions. But we’re only

going to see that modeshift if we have a resilient
and reliable network. This
ﬁrst RNIP is about getting
the basics right, which will
allow us to really grow rail.”
Mr Miller says having
a funded three-year plan
also creates the certainty
needed for KiwiRail and its
customers to make effective
business decisions.
“Instead of having to go
to the Government every
12 months for funding
to maintain the network
without knowing if we will
get more money the next
year, we now have certainty
of funding and a three-year

Council credit rating upgraded

Global Ratings Agency
Standard and Poors (S&P)
has upgraded the South
Taranaki District Council’s
(STDC) long term credit
rating from AA- to AA and
afﬁrmed its short term rating
A-1+ with Stable outlook.
Council Chief Executive
Waid
Crockett
says
the upgrade reﬂects the
Council’s sound ﬁnancial
management and liquidity
coverage.
“This credit rating upgrade
from S&P is great news
not only because it signals
strong
conﬁdence
in

Council’s prudent ﬁnancial
management from a wellrespected
independent
source, but also because
it will result in signiﬁcant
savings for our ratepayers,”
says Mr Crockett. “The
higher credit rating means
we will be able to save
a further up to $50k-60k
annually on debt servicing in
the future.”
South Taranaki District
Council is one of 32 Councils
across the country that has
credit ratings. S&P conducts
its reviews annually.

STDC chief executive Waid
Crockett.

plan.
“That’s essential for any
infrastructure
business
and it means we can
conﬁdently take on the staff
we need, knowing there is
a pipeline of work ahead
of us. KiwiRail is among
New Zealand’s largest
infrastructure construction
companies, with about 1,200
track staff already, working
24/7 across the country. We
need to increase our staff by
15 per cent to carry out this
work, with a commitment
taking on more trainees. In
addition, this investment
will support numerous civil
contractors and material
supply businesses.
“Having a solid plan also
gives KiwiRail a massive
procurement advantage. The
best way to use capital is to
carefully plan spending. For
example, the RNIP means
we can purchase some
materials needed in bulk
three years at a time, which
helps manage costs.
“I’m sure our customers
will be delighted with the
RNIP. It gives them clarity on
where network investment
will be happening and when,
so that they can make their
own investment decisions.
“KiwiRail’s
freight
customers are crucial to New

Zealand’s GDP and they are
already having to navigate
the disruption Covid-19 has
had on the global supply
chain. With this plan we
are able to assure them that
the rail component of their
supply chain can be relied
upon.”
The RNIP details the

work KiwiRail will be
undertaking between mid2021 and 2024, in line with
the Government direction
outlined in the NZ Rail Plan.
The work is funded through
the National Land Transport
Fund and has to be approved
by the Minister of Transport.

Photo Irene van der Sar.

Soul Charger Mattress
From $249
Who can beat that?
Save $100’s on our full range of Skorpios mattresses
From Single: $249 to King: $599 - All sizes available
Come and support your local, NZ owned and operated store:
Furniture Zone New Plymouth
298 Devon Street East, New Plymouth
Store Manager: Tim Gecse • Phone: 06 215 3020

Offer ends 1st of August or while stock lasts.
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First time competitor is Young Farmer of the Year
about networks and a lot
about meeting like-minded
people. I’ve been a member
of four clubs as I’ve moved
around the country so I have
friends in all parts of the
country now”.
Congratulating Jake on
his win, New Zealand
Young Farmers CEO Lynda
Coppersmith said he was a
fantastic representative for
contest and the agriculture,
food and fibres sector.
“As a first time competitor,
it has been amazing to watch
Jake shine and not just
‘give it a go’, but take out
the title,”she said.”He has
proven to us again that this
contest isn’t about age and
experience but determination

and cross-sector skills.
“Jake is a fantastic leader
for the ag sector, a role
model and has already
inspired other young people
to believe in themselves and
showcase what they’re made
of. It’s incredibly exciting to
see what lies ahead for Jake

and as the 2021 FMG Young
Farmer of the Year, we are
grateful to be able to part of
that.”
TheYoung Farmer of
the Year began in 196, and
now attracts around 200
contestants each year.

NEED CALF BEDDING?
Small Truck loads or Large.
Truck & Trailer unit available.
Sawdust, Raw Bark, Dry
Shavings, Wood-chip,
Post-Peeling & Conventional
Barley Straw.

027 384 4822

Young Farmer of the Year Jake Jarman of Inglewood.
Jake Jarman, 24, has been
crowned
FMG
Young
Farmer of the Year 2021, for
the contest’s 53rd season.
Jake
represented
the
Taranaki Manawatu region,
beating six other grand
finalists for the title.
“Feeling
overwhelmed,
excited and relieved that
it’s over! I’m just also so
incredibly thankful to so
many people, far too many
to name but it’s a huge team
of people to pull together this
event and a big team behind
me to get me here too”.
Jarman said he was
determined to give Grand
Final his best shot after
initially signing up to the
contest to just give it a go.
He said he never dreamed
he’d win the title of FMG
Young Farmer of the Year
but was immensely proud of
the achievement and hoped
it would inspire others.
The
victory
was
a
culmination of days of
gruelling practical and

technical challenges set
out to test the seven Grand
Finalists’ skills, knowledge
and stamina.
Contestants participated in
a technical day, a practical
day, speeches, exams and the
famous FMG Young Farmer
of the Year buzzer quiz.
Jake has a Bachelor of
AgriCommerce
and
a
Masters in Agri Science
from Lincoln University
and Massey University
respectively.
“I opted to go down the
commerce route for my
studies because it’s always
been something I’ve found
interesting. When I did
my masters we looked at
the financial aspect of the
farm system change we
investigated which was
something I really enjoyed”
After completing his
studies, Jake headed home
to work on the family farm
in Inglewood.
“I loved being home and
working with my parents,

it’s a privilege in many ways
to work land that’s been in
the family for so long. It was
a nice change of pace after
studying”.
Alongside working on the
farm, Jake was working
part-time as a farm systems
research graduate with Dairy
Trust Taranaki working
closely on their ‘Living
below the Fat Evaluation
Index’
supplementary
feeding research project,
which seeks to compare
alternatives to feeding PKE
in an attempt to lower the fat
evaluation index of the milk.
Earlier this year, Jake
landed a job within ANZ’s
rural lending team as a
relationship
associate.
Jarman has his eye on farm
ownership and raising a
family on the land, just like
his parents.
Jake has been involved
in Young Farmers since
University.
“Young Farmers is a lot

On this month in history

William Massey becomes PM

On July 10, 1912 the
Liberal Party era of
government in New Zealand
ended with interim PM
Thomas Mackenzie losing
a confidence vote. William
Massey
the
founding
leader of the Reform Party

(established 1910) became
prime minister. He lasted in
this position until May 1925
when he died in office. His
span of 12 years and 304
days is only exceeded by
Richard Seddon, who also
died in office (in 1906).

Earlier, William Massey
was Leader of the Opposition
from 1903 to 1912.
He was born in county
Londonderry (now Northern
Ireland) on March 26 and
came to New Zealand as a
youngster in October 1862.

Calf Meal
BHL has a full range of proven calf meals and
milk powder at very competitive pricing.
Ring for details: Peter Steele 027 206 7540
Rob Topless 027 247 1658 | Office 0800 222 707

0800 222 707
21 Paraite Road, Bell Block, New Plymouth
PO Box 7021, New Plymouth 4341

P.G. O’RORKE
CONTRACTING
Ph 06 761 8308 or 027 451 4425
FARM RACE SERVICES
NOW AVAILABLE
Repairing &
maintenance
Farm races, effluent ponds &
ground work
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Efﬂuent application: the way it spreads matters
There’s a lot of things to
consider when choosing
efﬂuent equipment for
your farm, and when it
comes to your spreading
application – the way it
sprays matters. It affects
council compliance rules,
operational efﬁciencies, and
the amount of nutrients able
to be utilised.
Cutting straight to the
chase, the ultimate goal is:
An
accurate,
deﬁned spread width for
control over where the
efﬂuent is landing.
To keep the spray
lower to the ground to
minimise wind drift; and
Produce
larger
droplets for a less atomised
spray,
for
reduced
volitisation and to allow
nutrients to get to the root of

MICHAEL PRESTIDGE
the structure and not sit on
foliage.
Your choice of applicator
will depend on the method
of application – slurry
tanker, umbilical drag hose
system, travelling irrigator,
travelling rain gun, or
stationary irrigators and rain
guns. All have their place
depending on the farm’s
operations, so here’s some

NZ FARMERS LIVESTOCK
For all your
Livestock requirements
Servicing the Coast
Contact

Bryan Goodin - 027 531 8511

WANTED:

4 day old calves wanted
Friesian Bulls, Beef calves
and AB heifers
Good prices paid for good calves
Export cattle - End of September
delivery before Bull goes out
$1775 for F12 or better
$1650 for F8 or better

SERVICE BULLS
FOR SALE OR LEASE
ALL BREEDS AVAILABLE
PHONE SHELDON KEECH | 027 222 7920

The choice of application will depend on the method of application.
important considerations:
Rain guns and irrigators
(travelling and stationary)
The main beneﬁts of these
spreading applicators are
ease of use and speed. The
thing to consider here is that
in order to achieve a wider,
faster spread, rain guns
and irrigators often need
to spray the efﬂuent higher
into the air. This makes the
efﬂuent more susceptible to
wind drift, meaning you’ll
have less control over the
application, and more of the
nutrients will be absorbed
into
the
atmosphere
(volitisation), meaning less

is making it into the soil to
feed pasture and crops.
If efﬂuent irrigators or rain
guns are the best option for
your farm, a good strategy
is to spread overnight, or at
times where the sun is lower
to maximise the amount
of nutrients making it to
the ground. Also be sure to
spread a good distance
from waterways, roads or
neighbouring properties to
be sure wind doesn’t carry
the efﬂuent into unwanted
territory and cause council
compliance issues.
Dropper booms and disc
injectors

These applicators provide
extreme
accuracy
and
next to no wind drift or
volitisation issues, which is
great. However, there are
a few compromises. The
application is slower and it
takes a little more skill to use
the equipment. In terms of
how they spread, the thing to
be aware of is that applying
high
concentrations
of
efﬂuent in deﬁned lines
can cause hot spots if not
properly monitored – which
is not great for council
compliance.
Nevada RainWave™
For use with either a slurry

tanker or umbilical drag
hose system, the Nevada
RainWave™
applicator
produces larger droplets
which are spread in a ‘rainlike’ pattern. This provides
a wide, low, controlled
application with minimal
wind drift and volitisation.
The larger droplets also
mean the efﬂuent isn’t sitting
on foliage, and is making it
down to the root structure
where the nutrients can be
absorbed.
Lloyd Thomas
Nevada Efﬂuent
Management Specialist

Applications are now being
taken by DairyNZ for dairy
farmers applying for border
class exception, which could
see 200 dairy farm workers
and their families come into
the country.
Following
the
Government’s
decision
to grant the exceptions,
DairyNZ has worked closely
with Federated Farmers and
the Ministry for Primary
Industries to ensure a robust

and fair process is in place.
DairyNZ responsible
dairy general manager Jenny
Cameron says opening these
applications is a positive
step, providing more clarity
and detail for farmers
nationwide who are facing a
staff shortage.
“This will help some of
the workers stuck overseas
to return to their jobs on
Kiwi farms or new migrants
looking to join the sector,

while supporting our farmers
by relieving some of the
workforce shortage,” says
Ms Cameron.
“Applications will be
open for an initial two
weeks so we can assess and
understand the interest from
farmers looking to bring
workers into the country
through these exceptions.”
For the border class
exception, it is Government
requirement that the industry

body needs to manage the
processing and assessing of
exception applications.
As implementation partner,
DairyNZ is responsible for
ensuring that employers with
the most critical workforce
needs can utilise the class
exception. DairyNZ will
assess
applications
to
determine if they meet the
speciﬁc eligibility criteria of
the exception, as set out by
Government.

Applications open for dairy worker border exception

New Zealand’s Dairy Effluent Management Specialists | nevadagroup.co.nz | 0800 464 393
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Wrapping up Fieldays 2021

“This could well be the
[most] signiﬁcant show of
its kind globally this year,”
was the comment from Rt
Hon Jacinda Ardern at her
Fieldays TV interview on
day one of Fieldays 2021.
It was the second biggest in
the event’s 53-year history,
with a total of 132,776
people attending over the
four days to experience the
true essence of New Zealand
agriculture. On Friday 18
June alone, 44,044 people
came through the gate – a
record day that will go down
in Fieldays history.
New Zealand National
Fieldays Society CEO Peter
Nation says that getting to
opening day was no small
feat and he was thrilled with
the public’s response to this
year’s event.
“Along with our loyal
sponsors and exhibitors,
the team of 5 million did
the hard yards to get us to
opening day, and we are
extremely grateful for the
support.
“The events industry is a
huge part of our DNA, and
this was reﬂected by the
astronomical numbers of
people coming through the
gate.
“Beyond the numbers, the
intangible factors that can’t
be measured, such as the
smiling faces and people
reuniting and having a good
time, tell me this year’s
event was a huge success.”
Many people opted for
alternative transport options
to get to Fieldays this year.
Over 14,000 people took the
bus, with 292 trips taking
place. Around 1,100 visitors
also travelled to Fieldays
in the Waikato River
Explorer, with 536 catching
the Camjet, and 94 people
took to the skies, ﬂying to
Fieldays in a helicopter with
Helicorp.
It was also the ﬁrst time
that Fieldays had staged a
hybrid event bringing the
best of the physical and
virtual events together.
The virtual extension of
the event, Fieldays Online,
returned off the back of last

by 2025. To address this,
the Fieldays Careers and
Education Hub highlighted
the wide scope of training
and career opportunities
on offer, inspiring school
students or those rethinking
their career options.
Over 1,600 school students
visited the Careers and
Education Hub, a fun and
interactive zone to learn and
be inspired by the wealth of
opportunities available in
the primary sector, hosted by
GrowingNZ and supported
by Inspiring the Future.
A new feature of the Hub
this year was the mystery
panel event. School students
played ‘guess who’ to ﬁgure
out the careers of four
mystery role models in the
food and ﬁbre sector. This

This year’s Fieldays was the second biggest in the history of the event.
year’s success to connect
with rural communities that
are more isolated, or weren’t
able to attend the physical
event.
Once again, Fieldays
Online was successful in
bringing New Zealand
agriculture to the world,
with high visitation from
Australia, the United States,
the
United
Kingdom,
Germany, and South Korea.
Some of the primary
sector’s greatest minds put
their ideas to the test at the
Fieldays Innovation Awards,
with a total of 64 entries on
display in the Innovation
Hub.
Winners
included
Springarm Products Limited
with their ballcock arm
that ﬂexes and won’t break
(Prototype Award), Cropsy
Technologies with their AI
enabled hardware that helps
winegrowers monitor their
crops (Early Stage Award
and Young Innovator’s
Award). IGS Limited was
the winner of the Growth
& Scale Award for their
vertical farming technology.
As they are based in Scotland
and the United States, IGS
Limited couldn’t make it
to Fieldays due to border
restrictions, though they

were well-represented by the
British High Commission.
Co-founder and inventor
of
Springarm,
Ric
Awburn, says he’s been
“overwhelmed” by the high
levels of interest and support
they’ve received since their
Innovation Award win.
“We’ve
gone
from
exhibiting at Fieldays with a
few ballcock arms and a bit of
signage, to lots of emails and
calls from people wanting
to buy our product, news
articles, and conversations
with manufacturers. It’s a lot
to take in.”
Ric manages a 500cow farm in Te Kawa by
day, and now, he makes
ballcock arms by night. The
Springarm (also known as
the ‘farmer’s little saviour’)
is now available to purchase
on the Springarm website,
and Ric says he and his wife
Marianne are working hard
to keep up with the demand.
Another aspect of the event
in high demand this year
was the Fieldays Health
and Wellbeing Hub, run in
collaboration with Mobile
Health. An astonishing
33,000 plus people visited
the Hub and received free
check-ups and advice to meet
every aspect of physical and

NEW An exciting development

SHED in Value Farm Sheds.

mental wellness.
During Fieldays, 673 skin
cancer spot checks, 364
hepatitis C tests, over 1,200
blood glucose tests, 722
blood pressure checks, and
around 550 atrial ﬁbrillation
checks were just a portion of
the check-ups completed at
the Hub.
It has been calculated that
the primary sector needs
50,000 skilled workers
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broadened their awareness
of the wide range of options
on offer as a result.
The
iconic
Fieldays
competitions entertained the
masses and demonstrated
the high levels of skill and
ﬁnesse from the best in the
business.
The boy racers of farming
went head-to-head in the
Fieldays Tractor Pull and the
skills and endurance of New
Zealand’s top fencers were
put to the test in the Fieldays
Fencing
Competitions.
Waikato and Bay of Plenty
excavator operators raced
the clock to complete tasks
to challenge their skill
and precision in the Civil
Contractors New Zealand
Excavator Competition.

NZ FARMERS LIVESTOCK
HAWERA FEEDER CALF SALES
Mondays at Egmont A& P Showgrounds
Sales start at 12 noon

STRATFORD FEEDER CALF SALES
Fridays at Stratford Saleyards.
Sales start at 1pm

Contact:
Bryan Goodin - 027 531 8511

5T
TASMAN
ASMAN ST
ST,, OPUNAKE
FREEPHONE: 0800 107 006 PH: 06 761 7531 - FAX 06 761 7336

Silent Diesel and Industrial
Tractor Mount Generators

For Dairy Sheds, Houses, Pump Sheds and
Commercial Sites
Tractor Mounts Features:
• Supplied with weather
proof cover
• Dials facing cab (one
man operation)
• Heavy Duty Driveshaft
• Heavy Duty Construction
• 1000RPM Direct PTO
Driven (no gearbox or
belts)
• Backup and Repair
Service for all Generators

Sizes to suit all situations

A full range of cabling and outlet options to suit your
personal requirements
We’ve been building quality Farm Sheds for over 50 years. Now we have this exciting new
option: Clearspan Sheds. You can get an estimate + the plans simply by giving us a call!

Building
Supplies

1 KATERE RD,
NEW PLYMOUTH
PH: 06 759 7435
EXT: 715

JAMES STREET
INGLEWOOD
PH: 0800 245 535
www.valuebuilding.co.nz

Check out our new website

www.corkillsystems.co.nz
www
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Primary Industry heroes honoured by peers

A
collaboration
that
will reduce emissions and
accelerate green hydrogen
infrastructure, a company
that has taken our honey to
the world and an initiative
to boost farmer mental
wellbeing by taking them
surﬁng have been recognised
by their primary industry
peers.
Food and ﬁbre sector
achievers were recognised at
the 2021 Primary Industries
New Zealand Awards, with
seven winners named from
65 nominations.
A favourite with many of
the more than 500 farmers,
growers, foresters and ﬁshers
present was the winner of
the Team Award. Stephen
Thompson from Bayley’s
Rural Real Estate started
helping farmers get out on
the ocean waves as a way to
leave the stress of their busy

roles behind them for a few
hours. Surﬁng for Farmers
now boasts a team of 50
volunteers and has spread to
16 regions, with nearly 3000
farmers taking part.
“For most farmers it is their
ﬁrst time on a surf-board.
Steven says when farmers
come out of the water, it’s
like a reset for them,” judges
noted.
The
Innovation
and
Collaboration Award went
to Ballance Agri Nutrients
and Hiringa Energy. Their
$65 million investment will
see construction of four wind
turbines nearly as tall as
Auckland’s Sky Tower. This
wind generation together
with hydrogen energy will
replace use of natural gas to
produce urea at Ballance’s
Kapuni site.
As judges noted, this
will not only accelerate
implementation of green

s
g
n
i
h
t
g
Shakin naki
up Tara
wide
EVERY KIND OF SHED,
CUSTOMISED FOR EVERY KIND
OF OWNER

LIFESTYLE
FARM SHEDS
GARAGES
WORKSHOPS
WAREHOUSES
BARNS
CARPORTS
OFFICES
WWW.PEPPERSHEDS.CO.NZ

29 OMATA RD, MARFELL
NEW PLYMOUTH
06 753-6159

Stephen Thompson of Surﬁng for Farmers.
hydrogen infrastructure in
New Zealand but use of lowemission fertiliser will help
build on our reputation for
producing
low-emissions
food.
It was a sweet night for
the True Honey Company,
named winner of the Primary
Industries Producer Award.
Judges said True Honey has
taken the highest grade New
Zealand manuka honey to
the world’s most exclusive
markets.
“From having hives in
dense manuka serviced by
helicopter, to world class
processing for a quality

driven highly discerning
marketplace the company
has taken a natural New
Zealand
product
to
international recognition and
acclaim.”
Malcolm Bailey, Frances
Clement and Emma Bose
were all recognised for their
leadership.
Malcolm
Bailey
(Outstanding Contribution
to the Primary Industries)
was described by judges as
“the complete package as a
primary industry leader”.
He re-organised Federated
Farmers from a bunch of
tribes to a single, effective

voice. He was on the Fonterra
Share holder Council and on
the Board of Fonterra. He
was our special trade envoy
over a period of international
trade disruption and he
currently chairs the Red
Meat Proﬁt Partnership and
the NZ Dairy Companies
Association.
NZ Pork’s Policy & Issues
Manager Frances Clement
took out the Primary
Industries Champion Award,
sponsored by Federated
Farmers, to recognise a
genuine ‘good bugger’
who has championed their
rural community and their

Rainfall for June varied
with totals ranging between
76% and 137%, with an
average of 101%, according
to
Taranaki
Regional
Council(TRC)figures.
Patea recorded 137% with
140.2 mm, while Kotare
(Tongaporutu)
recorded
just 76% of normal for June

with 145.0 mm. Te Maunga
sites recorded near normal
rainfall with totals between
96% and 104% of normal.
The majority of the rainfall
fell in the second half of
the month, with unexpected
snow falling down to levels
as low as the Stratford and
Midhirst areas on the June

27.
Year to date rainfall is
sitting between 74% and
116% of normal, with an
average of 99%. Cape
Egmont has recorded 116%
of normal with 773.6 mm,
while Rimunui Station has
recorded just 74% for the
year with 462.0 mm. At the
halfway point of the year
rainfall totals are ranging
between 34% and 56% of
normal for the full calendar
year, with an average of
46%.
River ﬂows were above
normal for all sites by
between 17% to 71% except
for the Waitara River at
Bertrand Rd, Waingongoro
at Eltham and Whenuakura
at Nicholson Rd which
recorded 6% to 13% lower
than normal.
Water temperatures were
all above normal for the
month by between 0.41ºC
and 1.54ºC. The Timaru
Stream recorded a new June
maximum water temperature
with 13.63ºC, which was
0.69ºC higher than the
previous maximum.
The
average
air
temperature for the region,
excluding Te Maunga, for
June was 11.71ºC, which
was 0.86ºC warmer than
the long term average. Eight
sites recorded new June
maximum air temperatures,
these sites were: Brooklands

An average June for most

Helping Farmers
Boost Production
WALCO SPREADERS

Fieldays Special Now
Contact South Taranaki:

Raymond - 027 444 8861
North Taranaki:

Paul - 027 498 7277

industry.
“Frances stood out for
her 25-year commitment
to the New Zealand Pork
Industry, making signiﬁcant
improvements across the
board for our country’s pig
farmers and, as a result, New
Zealand in general,” judges
said.
Emma
Boase
for
Horticulture New Zealand
won the Emerging Leaders
Award, particularly for her
efforts attracting new talent
to the sector.
The Science and Research
Award went to Professor Jon
Hickford, Dr Huitong Zhou
and Freeman Fang. The
judges said they were most
impressed with the holistic
approach of the Lincoln
University team to bring a
highly professional genetic
approach to the business of
farming.
“Their genetic program
was impressive as was
their
relationship
with
farmers. This guaranteed
a practical result from a
highly specialised scientiﬁc
process.”
In the Innovation and
Collaboration
category,
judges
gave
special
recognition for outstanding
cultural collaboration to
the Tōtara Industry Pilot Scion, a two-year feasibility
project was to test the
business case for a new
regional industry based on
the sustainable management
of regenerating forests of
Tōtara in Northland.

(21.60ºC),
Motunui
(19.37ºC),
Hillsborough
(18.23ºC),
Inglewood
(20.74ºC),
Stratford
(19.25ºC), Okato (19.64ºC),
Manaia
(20.19ºC)
and
Ngutuwera (18.52ºC). Also
North Egmont (-1.48ºC),
Dawson Falls (-1.25ºC),
Okato (1.82ºC) and Te Kiri
(-0.16ºC) recorded new
record minimums for the
month of June. Brooklands
Zoo recorded the warmest
air temperature for the
month with 21.60ºC, while
Whareroa recorded the
coolest with -0.16ºC.
Soil moisture was mixed
for the month, with six
sites (Kotare, Hillsborough,
Pohokura Saddle, Okato,
Manaia and Patea) recording
above normal for the month
by between 0.30% and
6.70%, while the remaining
sites recorded below normal
by between 0.16% and
7.91%.
Soil temperature was
above normal for all sites by
between 0.61ºC and 1.92ºC,
except Hillsborough which
had a mean soil temperature
of 12.25ºC, which was
2.20ºC cooler than the long
term June average. Patea
recorded a new maximum
soil temperature for June
with 13.88ºC, which was
0.05ºC warmer than the
previous June maximum.
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Proud to be supporting
COASTAL RUGBY

Premiers ﬁnishELTHAM
pool play in style

Our last game of the round
of pool play was against
Tukapa at Saunders Park .
The weather was beautiful
and it was a great day for
running rugby with the ﬁeld
in great condition.
We fronted up with
basically the same team as
the week before and we call
that a luxury.
The game started with
plenty of ball movement
but Tukapa were awarded a
penalty to take an early lead
3-0 .

Then our boys hit their
straps and moving the ball
side to side in entertaining
rugby before powerful centre
Sean Mare crashed over off
an excellent centre pairing
move with Daniel Crowley
giving him a beautiful short
ball.
Then we scored again after
a strong ﬁve metre scrum
a well worked back move
with Logan Crowley and
McKenna to Gaz Goodin
to score next to the posts to
give us a 14-3 lead.
After many attacking raids
and plenty of good ball
movement we were a last
pass away from scoring two
or three more ﬁve pointers,
and with McKenna adding
the extra penalty to make it
17-3.
From the clever short kick
off by Potroz Tukapa gained
ascendancy and after a series
of strong attacks scored off
a lineout dive to make it 17-

1st Floor, 9 Young St, NP
newplymouth@craigsip.com

Jeremy Newell top Taranaki try scorer.
8, and then after a heap of
strong raids the half ended
after Liam Hurley was
deemed to have been held
up after crashing over .
Andrew Trolove was
replaced at halftime with a
sore back by his boss and
angry human Ben May, and
after a few minutes ended up
watching from the city end
for 10 minutes, checking
the dead ball line was clear
for the last play of the game .
Tukapa played excellent
rugby for the next 25
minutes keeping us pinned
in our end, taking an 18-17
lead with 14 minutes to play.
We tried unsuccessfully
to get to the other end of
the ﬁeld. With time ticking
down we managed to break
out through Jacob Gopperth
who was head high tackled
after a couple of rucks.
McKenna had a drop kick
and the ref awarded us a
penalty 32 out from wide out

06 759 0015

McKenna stepped forward
and looked to of hit it well
with time up on the clock
but it just dropped under
the bar, but no one told Mr
Competitive Logan Crowley
who raced through after the
kick which Tukapa didn’t
ﬁeld. It bounced on its end
and a twist which never
happened very often to us
it bounced back toward the
ﬁeld of play and Logie dotted
down for the match winner.
Then things got a little
ugly with plenty of players
offering their opinions to
ref Stone who in his defence
was well away from the
action and had reffed a very
entertaining game and had
done a top job.
Captain Newell showed his
experience and quickly sent
our team back to halfway and
I think a few Tukapa players
and supporters should be a
little disappointed in their
actions .

The try was awarded,
and the rest was history, so
we’re into the semi ﬁnal at
the same venue against the
same team.
It is pleasing to ﬁnish
second equal on 37 points
earned ,after all the injuries
we’ve had across the whole
club.
For Tukapa they had a few
serious injuries and nobody
likes to see that, and a couple
were of their high quality
players. We wish them a
speedy recovery.
Of note Dylan Schuler was
our POD after another huge
game, a heap of good carries
and defence.
Two points shared between
Daniel Crowley and Jackson
Sinclair who both had
excellent games and one
point to hard running Troy
Stevenson.
Like always everyone
gave it heaps in a huge team
effort.
Jeremy Newell ended up
top Taranaki try scorer with
12 tries. He plays with huge
heart and is a very respected
player in our team.
Rick McKenna with the
last conversion making it 2418 win brought up 100 club
points for the season and
the semi will be his 150th
game for the coast, and with
Gareth Goodin making his
100th game for the Coastal
Prems a huge achievement
for both and not only a huge
day for our club .

South Taranaki Pioneer Area Manager:
Kim Sharpe 027 528 0012
North Taranaki Pioneer Area Manager:
Alan Bunning 027 206 0147

97 TASMAN ST, OPUNAKE PH 06 761 7079

Coastal
Veterinary Services
Ph 06 761 8105

Proud sponsors of Coastal Rugby
CHRIS STANDING - 021 791 246

67 Breakwater Road, Motorua
Phone 06 751 5065

NEWTON GORDGE JOINERY

NZ FARMERS LIVESTOCK
For all your Livestock requirements
1133 Main South Rd, Oakura

Ph 06 752 7765

www.butlersreef.co.nz

YOUR BROADBAND SPECIALISTS

Contact
Tim Hurley - 027 445 1167
Bryan Goodin - 027 531 8511
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COASTAL RUGBY
Proud sponsors of the
Coastal Division 1
For Spreading, Fertiliser, Lime and Log Cartage
SUPPORTING THE COAST FOR OVER 50 YEARS! Opunake 761 7341 - Okato 752 4124

Peter Moffitt

Coastal vs Tukapa Semi Final

Ph: 06 751 1265 - Mob: 027 242 1812

0800 100 123

Proud Sponsors of Coastal Rugby
LAWYERS FOR THE COAST
Thank you for your support

06 758 9484

Proud Sponsors of Coastal Rugby
158 Powderham Street, New Plymouth
Ph: 06 758 1199 Fax: 06 758 1188
Members of the Independent Insurance Brokers Assn.

Rick Mckenna celebrated his 150th game for Coastal in the Semi-Final against Tukapa.
Saturday weather was general all round good guy well again and we had well in the second half and
a mixture of ugly light Gareth Goodin 100th match a slight edge in that made our defence work
showers, chilly breeze, but for the Coastal Premiers.
department and 15 minutes overtime and the boys were
by the time kickoff rolled
After a jersey presentation in Jeremy Newell crashed putting bodies on the line.
around it wasn’t pleasant to those two players, kick off over after a 5 metre scrum With Dylan Schuler making
conditions.
rolled around fast.
and a couple rucks to get us an excellent desperation
We ﬁelded the same
Tukapa came out hot and on the board 7-5.
tackle, barrelling a Tukapa
starting 15 as last week and within ﬁve minutes for the
The game continued to be attacker over the corner ﬂag
the feeling in the team was second week in a row they very tight and our lineout when he was looking like
excellent. We tried to keep had a 7-0 lead to a lineout wasn’t working at its best .
he was going to score.
it just as another week, but drive.
Just before halftime Rick
After 50 minutes the wind
deep down the boys were
Boys were working hard Mckenna landed a nice dispersed the ground and
nervous yet keen to go.
and the game was a real arm penalty from 35 out to give we were sorting wondering
The match marked our wrestle and to both teams us a 8-7 lead turning with what did we do to deserve
legendary
back
Rick credit; neither side was the wind which was getting that.
Mckenna’s 150th game backing down.
stronger.
At the
60th minute
for us and top winger and
Our scrum was working
Tukapa came out playing Tukapa scored a excellent

06 759 9034

027 558 9004

RURAL CARRIERS

BRUCE THOMPSON

Proud to support Coastal Rugby

FREEPHONE 0800 654 779
MOBILE 027 4455 285

Rusty: 027 280 0743

29 Norwich Ave, Spotswood, New Plymouth
Phone: 022 031 5072
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HAWERA
Proud sponsors of Coastal Rugby

5 Tasman Street Opunake, Taranaki
PHONE 06 761 7531 - 0800 107006
try in the corner after a nice
backline move to lead 12-8.
Both teams carried on the
arm wrestle, but at the 70
minute mark we lifted our
game and applied a heap of
pressure, but couldn’t get
over the line .
Mckenna had departed
with a serious injury and
with Logan Crowley hurting
his leg badly, it wasn’t
looking like our day.
After a 78 minute lineout
mistake it looked like
our season was done, but
Jeremy Newell and his
lifters had other ideas and
stole the ball. In the last
play of the game, after an
awesome lineout drive and
a series of drives, Logan
Crowley managed to get the
ball to hard running winger
Troy Stevenson to crash
over in the tackle wide out
to give us the victory in the
last play 13-12 - much to the
delight of the large coastal
contingent in the excellent
sized crowd.
Also I must acknowledge
the part that young up and
coming ref Mitch Young
had in the game. It was a
high pressure game and he
certainly played his part
and both teams were given
every opportunity from his
high standard ofﬁciating.
It was gutting for Tukapa
who were exhausted after the
ﬁnal whistle. The game was
a true semi ﬁnal and could
have gone either way, but
unfortunately for them the

CALL

US

06 278 0240

OKATO 4 SQUARE
06 752 4010

John & Jacinta Hurley
NEW PLYMOUTH
INGLEWOOD
STRATFORD
HAWERA
A speeding Troy Stevenson puts on the gas.
Stevenson’s try sunk them as take the ﬁeld this Saturday in
it now became obvious that,s the Final.
why the Stevenson’s moved
So it’s onto the Final at
a church onto their property Inglewood this Saturday.
at Pihama and Troy and his Hard luck to the Div 1 boys
Dad had obviously been and the Colts whose season
putting in the hours praying ended on Saturday and it
to get us home.
will be just us and the Thirds
For us once again a huge who represent the Coast, but
team effort and, although we also acknowledge the
things always didn’t go fact that with our high injury
right for us, we stuck to our toll that we will be playing
systems which got us home for all teams as we realise
and it was once again hard to the signiﬁcant part you guys
single anyone out.
have had in our success and
One point went to Liam that it affected your teams
Hurley, 2 points to our season .
captain and big moments man
Thanks again to our
Jeremy Newell and 3 points supporters, you guys are
to our POD Logan Crowley amazing. We really know
who was once again, like you guys are there and
every week, having a huge the boys talk about it all
part to play in the game. It is the time. It be great to
a worry with his leg injury as see as many of you as we
to whether he will be able to can to support Saturday at

Inglewood for ﬁnals day for
us and the Thirds, but pack
wet weather gear because
the forecast isn’t looking
good at this stage.
Lastly
congratulations
to Rick; 150 is a hell of
a sacriﬁce. You still play
with pride in the jersey like
it was your ﬁrst game and
your standard of play is
still second to none. He’s a
huge team player and a real
character in the team with
still a heap of games in him.

0274 442 703
ACCOUNTING AND TAX
Call us on 06 281 1565 or 027 4542 284
62B Carthew St, Okato

Gaza 100 games like your
bro Brett and the Goodin
name a huge part of our club.
You’ve had a sabbatical
from 2013 and came to help
out when injuries struck and
the boys love having you in
the team again.

BLUE RIBBON SPONSORS
Simpsons Tyres and Service Centre
22 Leach Street - New Plymouth
Ph: 06 758 0780 29

Eftpos Specialists (Taranaki) Ltd.
113 Gill St - 06-759 4148
179 Courtney Street, NP | 0800 BTW Survey (0800 289 787)

PICKERING MOTORS

PH: 06 761 8363 - Tennyson St - Opunake
GO COASTAL!
23 Tasman St,
Opunake

06 761 7265

06 757 3612 NP | 06 278 5972 Hw

4cm SUPPLIES
x 8.5cm
VALUE BUILDING
No bleed marks required.
1 Katere
Rd,res
New
High
pdf Plymouth
ok.
Ph 06 759 7435
Logo
Coastal
Rugby
Grant Gibson 027 528
gratefully acknowledges
8511sponsors
their support
Website
B & R Barron Builders
Rahotu Service Station
Coastal Printers

331 St Aubyn St, NP - Ph 0800 289 493 or 06 759 9957

Opunake Coastal Pharmacy

Mason Homekill

If there is room could we
say something like,

SINCLAIR

ELECTRICAL &
REFRIGERATION
sinclairelect@xtra.co.nz
Opunake 761 8084
Okato 752 4084
Kaponga 764 6084
Manaia 274 8084

Supporting Taranaki farmers
and proud to
be in the
scrum with
Coastal
Rugby!
Grant Gibson 027 528 8511

admnewzealand.co.nz
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Te Kiri women unbeaten A helping hand for Surf Club
The Opunake Surf Life
Saving Club needs half
a million dollars so their
clubrooms
can
meet
the required earthquake
standards. Last week the
Pihama Women’s institute
turned up to help things
along with a $1500 donation.
The work to meet the
standards would involve
removing and replacing
the external walls on the
original, south-east side
of the building, says club
president Trent Olliver.
“The far end is about a
hundred years old, and the
reinforcing is starting to go.”
The club had already

The victorious Te Kiri Women’s hockey team..
The Te Kiri Women out!
recently
won
the
Te Kiri women also won
Championship
Women’s the Championship Challenge
hockey competition for Trophy for the season which
2021. They last won the is similar to the Ranfurly
Championship
women’s Shield. The team that beats
trophy in 2016.
the current holder takes the
The ﬁnal was played trophy from them.
against Apex with Te Kiri
Te Kiri played 15 games,
eventually coming out 3 – 2 won 13 and drew two,
after extra time and a shoot scoring 66 goals, with eight

done enough of their own
fund raising to contribute a
small amount to get things
underway. Currently they
are at the later stages of the
consultation process, and
ideally would like to get
work started in September
and be ﬁnished in December
in time for the 2021-2022
summer.
Last Thursday Pihama
WI president Bernadette
Gopperth,
treasurer
Bernadette Bourke and Liz
Sinclair presented a $1500
donation to the club on
behalf of the Pihama WI.
Bernadette Bourke says
they decided to make the

donation after having catered
at a function at the Surf Club
The Opunake Surf life
Saving Club looks after
the only patrolled beach
between Whanganui and
Oakura and its building
is often used by the local
community. The club has
about 170 members.
“We’ve qualiﬁed 12 new
life guards this year, which
is huge for us, and brings us
back to 38 life guards which
takes the pressure off a lot,”
says Trent.
They were named the Club
of the Year at this year’s
Surf Life Saving Taranaki
Awards of Excellence.

against. Naomi Feek who
scored 30 goals received
the ‘Most Goals scored Cup’
over both the Women’s
competitions.
The team are grateful for
the role of the younger High
school girls coming through
to play at this more senior
level.

Liz Sinclair, Bernadette Gopperth and Bernadette Bourke with Trent Olliver

Indoor bowls results

The Taranaki Indoor Bowls
Centre recently played their
Open Triples. Ten teams
took part with six qualifying
for post section play:
Ross Wright defeated
Grant Harvey 13 – 1, Rodney
Morris defeated Noeleen
Picard 11 – 3
Wright went on to defeat
Morris 10 – 9 and Sue
Bourne
defeated
Karl
Hughes 8 – 2
The ﬁnal was between
Ross Wright (Skip) Richard
Sturmer, Hayley Ward
(North Taranaki)
and
Sue Bourne (Skip) Trevor
Bourne and Chris Reed with
Wright winning 10 – 4 to
take out the title.

The
“B”
Grade
representative game for the
Hamley Trophy was played
between North Taranaki
and Taranaki Indoor Bowls
Centres over the weekend
with North Taranaki winning
by 77 points to 31. Top
scorer for the local Taranaki
team was Martin Harding.
The local Taranaki teams
were: Rose Ratahi (Skip)
Bill
Schrader,
Judith
Muggeridge,and
Stephen
Vince,
Chris Reed (Skip) Win
Finlay, Noeleen Picard,
and Bruce Chapman. Ella
Smailes
(Skip)
Martin
Harding, Ray Finlay and
Manu Unka.

The Taranaki Indoor Bowls
Centre selector Trevor
Bourne has named the
following teams to play in
the Paterson Zone Final on
July 17 and 18 at Wanganui
against North Taranaki,
King Country, Wanganui
and Manawatu. The winner
of this will go on to play the
Welch Trophy later in the
year.
Karl
Hughes
(Skip)
Rodney Morris, Win Finlay,
Judith Muggeridge.
Trevor Bourne (Skip) Sue
Bourne, Chris Reed, Andrea
Berry.
Reserve: Ray Finlay
Jenny Hamley.

Coastal Adult Riding Club results
For compe��ve pricing on all your rural cartage
requirements - Give us a call today!
Taranaki wide
Phone 0800 707 404

The Coastal Adult Riding
club had a better number of
entries for its ﬁrst Winter
tournament this year and
some good percentages
were achieved. Judges
for the day were Tracey
O’Rorke from Opunake
and Kelly Teesdale of the
Egmont Village Riding
School.
Results
Class 1 Pony Club test BG
2
Sarah
Neilson
(Dancing)74.4%
1st.
Helena McLeod (Cabaret)

2nd Rebecca Kay (Cloudy)
3rd Kelsey Espin (Oscar)
4th.
Class 2 Pony Club test J 7
Maree Collins (He’s a
Gem) 72.3% I. Sheree Espin
(Royal) 2.Maree Collins
(Pagan Warrior) 3. Lucy
Wilkinson-Smith (Philka) 4.
Class 3 Pony Club test J 10
Viv Percy (Jackson)
1.
Lucy
Wilkinson-Smith
(Philka) 2.
Class 5 NZ Riding Club
test 2B
Viv Percy (Jackson) 77.7%
1.

Class 6 NZ Riding Club
test 3A
Sharon Keith (Spike) 1.
Linda Cruikshank (Chikita
Bonita)
2. Kiri Fletcher
(Tiraumea Bola) 3. Helen
McCallum (Tommy) 4.
Class 7 NZ Riding Club
test 4B
Helen McCallum (Tommy)
76.1% 1. Linda Cruikshank
(Chikita Bonita) 71.0%
2.Sharon Keith (Spike)
70.0% 3 Kiri Fletcher
(Tiraumea Bola) 4.
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Golf course gets Deere treatment

The Opunake Golf Club has
just purchased a new John Deere
tractor to enable us to continue
to mow our local golf course.
The tractor cost $68425.00 GST
inclusive and was funded by a
grant from the NZCT as well
as funds the club had from its
annual Golf Tournament held in
January which attracts about 240
people. This tournament would
be the largest golf tournament
in Taranaki with people coming
from outside the province to
play. Further funding came from
lamb sales and pine tree sales.
We would like to acknowledge
the NZCT that assists in so many
ways to sport clubs throughout
New Zealand. For small clubs to
be able to purchase a new tractor
like this means we will be able to
continue to present our course in
a very good state for all our locals
and also for the many visitors
that come to stay in Opunake at
our local beach that like to have a
round of golf.
These people bring a lot of
money into our community and we
need to have things to attract them
here.
Lawrence Robins

Opunake Golf Club President Aarun Langton with club member Richard Julian and the new tractor.
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Congratulations Aarun

Opunake
basketballing
and golﬁng stalwart Aarun
Langton
was
named
Volunteer of the Year in
this year’s Taranaki sports
awards.
He has been involved in
basketball as a player, a
coach and an administrator.
He has been coaching
basketball since 1988,
and has done three stints
coaching at Opunake High
School, in the late 1980s,
mid 1990s and today.
In between he has
coached
at
Taranaki
Diocesan School. He says
his best result there was a
sixth placed ﬁnish at the
Small Schools nationals
competition in 2012.
He has coached both Boys
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and Girls age group teams
at Taranaki lev el. This has
included a ﬁfth place for
the Under 15 Girls at the
nationals and a third place
for the
Under17 Girls.
And he was assistant coach
when they won three years
ago. He has also coached
the Women’s First Division
side.
As an administrator he is
currently on the board of
Basketball Taranaki, and was
on the board of Basketball
Taranaki Incorporated for
ﬁve years before that.
He has been on the Opunake
Basketball Committee for
20 years, and continues to
play the sport himself. Next
year will mark 40 years as a
player.

For the last ﬁve years
Aarun has been President of
the Opunake Golf Club, and
has been on the committee
for the last 20 years. He has
been on the Taranaki Golf
Executive for 25 years and
is the Convenor of Selectors.
He ﬁrst played golf for
Taranaki as a Junior in 1984
and has been in seven InterProvincials, playing number
One twice.
He has played at Master’s
level for the last 11 years,
10 of them as Number One.
He has been Opunake Senior
Club Champion 26 times.
Congratulations on the
recognition and Receiving
Sport Taranaki Volunteer
for 2021.

%
P.A.

*
FINANCE ON SELECTED JOHN DEERE
6110M ROPS TRACTORS

JOHN DEERE 6110M
THE
CAN DO TRACTOR!
Mowing, tedding, baling and
feeding – the daily jobs of a
livestock operation become
quick work with these machines.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL CERVUS EQUIPMENT
JOHN DEERE TODAY TO LEARN MORE!

CERVUS STRATFORD - 06 765 5690

0800 333 734 | CERVUSEQUIPMENT.CO.NZ
*Conditions apply. Finance available from John Deere Financial Limited to approved commercial
applicants only. Finance rate of 1.99% p.a. based on 25% deposit, GST back and 48 month term. Fees
and charges of $425 apply. Offer ends 30/9/2021. Other terms and rates are available.

Sinclair Electrical

are your heat pump specialists
Call today for exceptional service and a warmer home this winter!

Aarun Langton Taranaki Sports Volunteer of the year.

OPUNAKE GOLF CLUB
Welcome New Members
Full playing member: $300
New member: $150
Country member: $200
Junior sub: $62.50

Contact Aarun Langton 027 226 5386

SINCLAIR ELECTRICAL & REFRIGERATION
31 Tasman Street, Opunake
Phone: 06 761 8084
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A Great Face For Radio: Great Entertainment

Opunake Players latest
production A Great Face For
Radio opens on Thursday
15th July. This review is
written after watching the
ﬁnal dress rehearsal.
A Great Face For Radio is
by New Zealand playwright
Amanda Stone. It depicts
a ﬁctional radio station
from the 1960s, in this case
Radio 2OP. The audience
is treated as a live studio
audience. Part comedy, part
concert, this production
is well worth seeing. The
60s theme is evident upon
entering the foyer which is
set up like a living room of
the period. As you enter the
“studio” proper, the theme
is continued with vinyl 45s
suspended from the ceiling
and long playing album
covers adorning the walls.
A great nostalgic trip for this
writer. The open stage is set
up like a recording studio.
Amanda Stone wrote
the dialogue, but with this
show she allows directors
to choose their own music.
Director Lynelle Kuriger
has done an excellent job
in her selection with a
nice mix of ‘toe tappers’
and slower numbers. The
singing is superb and each
singer shines. With so many
excellent
performances
it’s difﬁcult to single any
out for mention. However
I particularly enjoyed Bert

On Air and On Stage. Chloe Danz and Bert Treffers perform their duet in Opunake
Players latest production A Great Face For Radio which opens on Thursday 15th July
and runs until the 24th. See ad below.
Trefferrs two Sinatra duets parody, sure to amuse. Other Christelle Centeno. All
with Sherrie Flanagan and singers are Monica Willson, still at school and assuring
Chloe Danz respectively. Terry Simpson and Michelle the Players of more good
Stephanie McKenzie’s Angie Julian. Of note are the three vocalists.
Baby was sung with emotion. younger singers, Melissa
Many of the songs were
Watch for Bert’s “Elvis” Kuriger, Ellaura Danz and accompanied with dance.

The four young dancers
interpretation
of
their
numbers were just right and
added to the enjoyment of
the songs. Choreographer
Elizabeth
AndersenGardiner and fellow dancers
Phillipa Gasson, Lia Sefton
and Christelle Centeno are to
be congratulated on their use
of the space available, made
smaller by the announcer’s
desk. Rather than detracting,
this added to the intimacy of
the numbers.
The singing is interspersed
with the characters and
happenings both on and
off air, or the reverse may
be the case. Announcers
Gary Gusher (John Smith)
and Cynthia Payne (Sam
Allison) showed the right
amount of contempt for
each other, while Morgan
Pollard as the Producer did
his best to keep the show
going, Tea Ladies Ida and
Beryl (Christine Ryan and
Elaine Spencer) were well
characterised in their Hilda
Ogden
style
costumes
(minus
curlers).
They
portrayed the frustrations
of their lives and husbands
with the type of boredom
and resignation you’d expect
from such characters which
added to the humour. They
had some great one-liners.
Lia Sefton’s stereotypical
‘Kiwi Sheila’ interpretation
of Miss Taihape , complete

with over the top accent,
was as she would say “ruly
good”. She has some great
one-liners as well. The
three radio serials and the
accompanying sound effects
were, for me, highlights.
Ellaura Danz as Billie, the
put upon sound effects
woman, does a fantastic job
of keeping up. Well done
to those who must have
spent ages working out and
practicing this section.
Congratulations must go
to Suzie Stanley whose
costuming gives a real 60s
feel to the show. Space
restrictions prevent me
from mentioning every part
of the show, and everyone
involved, but it would be fair
to say there is not one weak
link both on and off stage.
If I had to ﬁnd something
to gripe about it would be at
times the pace and cuing of
the dialogue was a bit slow.
I’m sure this will pick up as
the session progresses. But
such a small thing for such a
great show.
Congratulations to Lynelle
and all at Opunake Players
for the excellent show that
is A Great Face For Radio.
I suggest you book now
as once word gets out, this
will be a popular show. The
season runs until July 24.
Paul Anderson-Gardiner
Opunake Players

Powerworx
Opunake Cup Day
Saturday 24 July
NEW PLYMOUTH RACEWAY

First Race 12.30

GA $5 | Members’ Stand $20
newplymouthraceway.co.nz

Next Generation
Real Estate

Thursday 15 July - Saturday 24 July 2021
Tickets $30 per person
From Sinclair Electrical and Refrigeration

Michelle Hofmans
027 531 7684
Giving your property its best shot!

Licensed under

Licensed REA 2008
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Two great bits of news

Watercolour collage and mixed media by Shirley
Nachtrieb.
We start again showing
one new exhibition each
month. And this is a great
way to start. Lovely images
by Shirley Nachtrieb of
USA. Stunning mixes of
watercolour and collage.
Call it ‘mixed media’ if
you like, the results are just
beautiful.
See it on the Virtual Tart
site at tart. the Virtual Tart

site at tart.co.nz They are
lovely works.
You may know that for the
20 years I ran the International
Collage Exchange. I built
up a personal collection
of
absolutely
stunning
collages. My intention was
always to donate the ﬁnal
collection to a ﬁne museum.
Well, I offered the collection
to a very good museum

here in Taranaki, but their
acquisitions
committee
came to the conclusion that
an international collection
isn’t in line with their aim of
collecting local history. Fair
enough.
So I offered it to a very
good Art Museum in Upper
Hutt
(by
Wellington)
Their committee sounded
sad to have to report that
the collection of over 400
collages was too big for
them to handle.
So, third option, offer all
the collages to collectors
around the world.
And here it is. (Some have
already sold as I offered
it ﬁrst to the participating
artists, in case they wanted
their own work back)
Have a look at my own
site at dalecopeland.co.nz
and follow the links to the
Collage Sale.
Do tell me if you have
any problems with the site,
and just email if there’s
something that you’d like to
own yourself.
With sincere thanks for all
your support and interest
over the years.
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CHEQUE IT OUT
KARAMS CLOTHES ON THE COAST
Great Winter Discounts

20% OFF MENS
20% OFF LADIES

20% OFF BOYS
20% OFF GIRLS

Certain Lines excluded

CHEQUE IT OUT
www.karamsclothes.nz | karams.clothes@xtra.co.nz

35 Tasman St
Surf Highway 45
OPUNAKE
P/F8139
06 761 8139
P/F 06 761

Dale Copeland.

Applications Open to STDC
Community Initiative Fund

Applications are open for
the South Taranaki District
Council’s new Community
Initiative Fund.
South Taranaki District
Mayor, Phil Nixon says
the new fund is designed
to
support
community
initiatives and activities
that will make positive
contributions to the social,
economic, environmental,
and cultural well-being of
the community.
“The new Community
Initiatives Fund replaces the
previous practice whereby
groups applied for money

during the Council’s Long
Term and Annual Planning
process. This proved to be a
bit ad hoc and often saw the
same groups make funding
applications. With the new
fund, organisations will be
able to apply each year in
July and will be allocated
grants from a set pool of
money,” says Mayor Nixon.
“The new fund will provide
a fair and transparent process
where all applications will be
considered and determined
by the Council at the same
time each year,” he says.
The pool of money

available in the Community
Initiative Fund will be
established every three years
through the Long-Term Plan
budget setting process. This
year Council set the Fund at
$237,460 with $60,000 to be
ring-fenced for the Rotokare
Scenic Reserve Trust.
Information
and
application forms for the
Community Initiative Fund
can be found on the Funding
and Grants page of the South
Taranaki District Council
website southtaranaki.com
Applications close at 5pm
on Saturday 31 July 2021.

Visit weirbros.co.nz for more tour information or to join our database.
Pick up New Plymouth, Inglewood, Stratford & Hawera.

06 278 5858

www.weirbros.co.nz

weirbros@xtra.co.nz

Haumaru ki Tai
Health and Community Centre
Delivering essential community
health and social services now
and into the future....

72 Tasman Street, Ōpunakē - www.everybodystheatre.co.nz – Phone 027 383 7926

JULY 2021

Adults $10, Students 4-16yrs and Senior Citizens $8, Under 4 free
FAST AND THE FURIOUS 9
MOONBOUND
Action, Adventure|2hrs 15mins|M
Animation, Family|1hr 21mins |PG
Sun 18th July 1pm
Wed 21st July 1pm|Sat 31st July 1pm
ESCAPE ROOM – Tournament of
Champions
Action, Horror |1hr 34mins|M
Sat 17th July 7pm

SPACE JAM – A NEW LEGACY
Animation, Comedy1hr 21mins|PG
Sat 17th July 1pm|Fri 23rd July 1pm
Sun 25th July 1pm

BLACK WIDOW
Action, Adventure|2hrs 13mins|M
Fri 16th July 7pm|Sun 25th July 7pm

BECOME WHO YOU ARE
Documentary|1hrs 24mins|PG
Sun 18th July 7pm

THE HITMANS WIFES BODYGUARD
Action, Comedy|1hr 56mins|R16: Violence,
sex ref and language
Sat 24th July 7pm

PETER RABBIT
Animation, Family|1hrs 30mins|G
Sat 24th July 1pm

GUNPOWDER MILKSHAKE
Action, Adventure|1hr 54mins|R16:Violence
Fri 23rd July 7pm|Sat 31st July 7pm

SNAKE EYES GI JOE
Documentary|1hrs 24mins|PG
Fri 30th July 7pm

Have you got your centennial book yet – great reading and an awesome gift

Every 3rd Tuesday at CoastalCare - Next Clinic

Tuesday 20th July

Permanently residing in the
building are:
OPUNAKE PHARMACY,
OPUNAKE MEDICAL CENTRE,
ST. JOHNS AMBULANCE,
PLUNKET,
HEALTH BOARD SERVICES,
COASTAL PRINTERS

For a full list of Services and
happenings here at CoastalCare

or visit us at www.coastalcare.co.nz
CONTACT ARETHA LEMON
Facility Manager on 06 761 8488
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PUBLIC NOTICES

TO LET

23 Napier Street, Opunake

Office Rooms/ Board Room available

Long term, short term or casual basis
Building has kitchen facilities, wheelchair access, cleaning
services and plenty of parking on Napier Street or at rear
of building on King Street.
Inquiries to Brenda Pittams - Ph 06 278 4169

What’s On Listings

ONGOING
Movies at Everybodys Theatre in Opunake: Playing
several days and nights each week. Refer timetable in
newspaper.
MONDAYS: Tainui Day Centre - St Barnabas Church
Hall, 141 Tasman Street Opunake: Each Monday 10 am
- 12:230 pm. Information call Jenny 7618080 or Glenys
6558025
Opunake Friendship Club: Meeting last Monday of each
month in Opunake Town Hall at 1.30pm. All welcome.
TUESDAYS
Opunake Walking Group: Every Tuesday 10am. Meet
outside Club Hotel on Havelock St. Phone Margaret 027 477
5600 for more info if needed, or just turn up.
Life Drawing Group: Weekly at the Emporium, 86 Tasman
St, Opunake 7pm to 9pm. $10 to pay for the model. Models
always wanted; male, female, any age. If anyone is interested
please call Marianne Muggeridge on 06 274 5713.
WEDNESDAYS
Lisa Keen Audiology at Coastal Care, Opunake:
Wednesdays 9am - 5pm, for an appointment call 027 591
4222 - 0800 555 676
Okato & District Historical Society open every
Wednesday: At the Okato Community Trust Hall, 47
Cumming St, Okato. phone Meg on 06 752 4566.
Opunake Embroiders Guild: Meet 2nd and 4th Wednesdays
of the month, 10.30am-3pm at the Opunake Business Centre,
Napier St, Opunake. Just come along or phone Sheryl 06 761
8769.
Okato Market: In Hempton Hall, Okato 4.30 to 6.30pm.
Free singing experience with Taranaki Harmony Chorus:
Meet every Wednesday at Inglewood Mamaku Centre,
7-9.30 pm Phone Helen 021 296 0700.
THURSDAYS
Coastal Young Farmers: Meet 2nd Thursday of every
month at 7pm at Butlers Reef Bar & Cafe, Oakura.
Taranaki Country Music Hall of Fame, Manaia: Running
every Thursday night from 7.30pm, 11 Surf Highway, South
Road, Manaia.
FRIDAYS
Eltham Business Association Friday Markets: 9:30am to
1pm, Carpark of Touch Point, High Street, Eltham.
Singer Songwriters, New Plymouth: Last Friday of the
month at Little Theatre, 29 Aubrey St, NP from 7-11pm.
WEEKENDS
The Historic Cape Light & Museum: Open 11am – 3pm
weekends, Bayly Road, Warea.
APRIL 16 TO AUGUST 15
1896 - Christopher Aubrey’s Taranaki Exhibition: At
Puke Ariki, New Plymouth.
JULY 5 TO 30
Frame & Fortune exhibition: At the Village Gallery,
Eltham.
JULY 15 TO 24
A Great Face for Radio production by the Opunake
Players: At the Lakeside Playhouse, Opunake.
JULY 19
Coastal Taraanaki Health Trust AGM: Community
Lounge, Coastal Care Health & Community Centre,
Opunake. 5.30pm.
JULY 24
Cape Egmont Boat Club AGM: At the Clubrooms, Bayley
Rd. 12pm.
JULY 25
Poweworx Opunake Cup At the New Plymouth Raceway.
First race at 12.30pm.
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DO YOU HAVE
ENOUGH GRASS?

• Are you concerned about your Fertiliser budget?
• Is your farm growing to its maximum
growth potential?
(Grass is still your most profitable feed source)
• Do you need to change your Fert program to meet
industry standards?

Frustration causes stress
Let me help you

Coastal Taranaki Health Trust

A.G.M.
CoastalCare Health and Community Centre
19 July 2021, 5.30pm in the
Community Lounge
We need your input – come along and see our exciting
new plans to improve the facility for our services.
Please RSVP by 14th July
Email: info@coastalcare.co.nz

Phone: 06 761 8488

CALL OUR FRIENDLY SALES TEAM AT THE

23 Napier St, Opunake

06 761 7016

Independent Consultant

See how our high readership rate
can work for you

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR STUDENTS - APPLICATION FORM
Applications are now open for students to apply to the Opunake Rahotu Veterinary Trust for financial assistance. To
qualify for this grant you must be studying or in an apprenticeship and have a relationship to the Taranaki Coastal
Farming Community (Okato - Kaponga – Oeo)

Full Name
Date of Birth:

Phone:

Email:

Sex:

Address for Correspondence:
Bank Account for Grant (if successful) Please attach proof eg Screen Shot or Deposit Slip.

Name of School or University attending at present (or occupation and employers name:)

Proposed Course or Degree:

Parent or Guardian

Name:
Address:
Occupation:

Describe your relationship to the Coastal Farming Community:

Please provide proof of study and/or employment - ie statement of support from employer, 1st Semester results.

Signature of Applicant:

Date:

Please return to: The Secretary, Opunake-Rahotu Veterinary Trust, PO Box 117, Opunake or
email to: ORVTrust@gmail.com
Applications close 31st July and late applications will not be accepted
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TRADES & SERVICES

SITUATIONS VACANT

P.D. FLEMING LOGGING LTD

Forestry rigged & certified 33 ton loader,
National Certificates in Forest Operations,
Health & Safety approved. Free assessment on
what your trees are worth $$$
Ph: Paul
027 630 9922 or email: paulflems@gmail.com

WE’RE HIRING!

HCL
BUILDERS
for
concrete work. Ph 027 236
7129.
HCL BUILDERS for all
kitchens. Ph 027 236 7129.
McNEIL DECORATING
– for all your painting
and decorating. Ph: Jason
McNeil 027 233 4584.

Do you like working with the Elderly?
Do you like working in a small Boutique environment?
Then we are looking for you.

COASTAL
GIB
STOPPERS. Phone Glenn
027 524 5745

We have positions available for a Cook and Caregivers within our community owed
and run Rest Home Facility .
If interested please email admin@opunakeresthome.co.nz in the irst instance for
an application form or to send your CV

CARPETS second hand,
large selection After Disaster
Ltd 223 Devon St West, NP.
Phone (06) 769 9265

Where comfort, care and compassion count

OPUNAKE COTTAGE REST HOME

HOUSE FOR RENT

Unique, small, passionate family centred, providing:
* Respite/Rehabilitation Care * Hospice/Palliative Care * Day Services * Young Persons Disability
* Meals on Wheels

GRAZING

FOR SALE
DO YOU HAVE trouble
swallowing pills? We now
have yummy Gummies,
multis, apple cider vinegar,
ashwagandha for stress and
magnesium etc. Come on
in for a free sample. At The
Health Shop, Centre City. 06
758 7553.
ARE YOU GETTING
enough sunshine?!!! If you
are feeling down, achy,
no energy you may need
vitamin D, call into The
Health Shop, Centre City for
more info. 06 758 7553.

WE LOVE TO RECEIVE
YOUR PHOTOS

But please check their quality before
sending them to us
We love to receive your photos for inclusion in the Opunake & Coastal News BUT
photos that are either fuzzy, tiny, unfocused, or thumbnail size are unusable for
us.

VIRULENT
VIRUSES
have threatened human
health from ancient to
modern times. Medicinal
plants used in previous
epidemics such as Echinacea,
Olive leaf, Angelica, Thyme,
will help support your
immune system. At The
Health Shop, Centre City, 06
758 773.

The Newspaper
Taranaki
Likes Best

We need photos of acceptable quality if
they are to be included. Fuzzy, tiny, unfocused, and thumbnail size photos will no
longer be accepted. Although some
cellphones take good quality photos,
most do not. Please send us photos taken
with a camera if possible.

WANTED TO BUY

Stevenson Calf Rearing

MILK & COLOSTRUM WANTED
Picking up 24/7
Our tanker handles large volumes

Ph. Mark or Trish on 0800 350 340 or txt
027 495 2897 E: markstevo@xtra.co.nz
Troy Stevenson 027 469 7636
E: troystevo@gmail.com

WANTED TO BUY
SCRAP METAL - for all
scrap metal Taranaki wide,
give us a call. Molten Metals
(06) 751 5367.
www.moltenmetals.co.nz

Ph 06 761 7016 to be
in our next issue.

CHURCH NOTICES
Opunake Co-operating Parish
Havelock Street, Opunake - St Pauls - 9.30am every Sunday
Rahotu - Wesley - 11am first Sunday of the month

MOVING?

Subscribe to the
Opunake &
Coastal News
and we’ll post
you a paper as
soon as it’s out!

06 761 7016

Local news, local people,
local businesses, local
sport, local arts and
events.
Delivered free around
the mountain every
fortnight.

Look for the Newspaper
Reading Cow on our
newstands

From July 2018, if the quality of photos
The next issue of the Opunake & Coastal News is
submitted for inclusion are not deemed
due out on the 29th of July, 2021.
acceptable by us, we will ask you to send
Contact us on 06 761 7016 to advertise or to contribute.
either a better quality photo, or it will not

SCHOOL BUS ROUTE
Rahotu. 3 bedrooms/double
garage/private/no
dogs/
references a must, phone
0272499618.

editorial@opunakecoastalnews.co.nz
ads@opunakecoastalnews.co.nz
accounts@opunakecoastalnews.co.nz
Phone: 06 761 7016
23 Napier St, Opunake

Okato/Oakura Co-operating Parish
Oakura - St James - 10am, 2nd & 4th Sundays each month
Oakura - St James - 9am Bible Reading, Prayer and
Reflection every Tuesday
Okato - St Pauls - 10am, 1st & 3rd Sundays each month
Okato - St Pauls - 10.30am Fellowship time 3rd Thursday of
each month
Okato - St Pauls - 6.30pm Silent Prayer and Reflection 3rd
Thursday of each month
Opunake Catholic Church
St Martins, Pungarehu: 8.30am every 2nd and 4th Sundays
of the month
Our Lady Star of the Sea, Opunake: 10am every Sunday
Other areas
Manaia - Sacred Heart - 1st, 3rd Sat at 5pm
(2nd, 4th & 5th Sat at Hawera’s St Josephs)
Kaponga - St Patricks, Sunday 8.45am
All welcome
St Patricks Catholic Church, Okato
Saturday Vigil 6.00pm - 1st, 3rd & 5th Saturdays
The Wave
Pentecostal Church 64 Domett St, Opunake
Sunday Services 10.30am
Women’s Group 10am Tuesday
Men’s Group 7pm Wednesday
Come along or contact
Belinda Philp
027 935 6191
St. Barnabas Anglican Church
141 Tasman St, Opunake
Sunday Services 10am
Communion 2nd, 3rd & 4th Sunday
Prayer & Praise 1st Sunday
Every 5th Sunday all 4 churches gather for
a Combined Service

Okato Community Church
Meets 10.30am Sunday at Hempton Hall.
Everyone welcome

MERIT CARS

2013 SUBARU IMPREZA 1.6L AWD:

High Grade Impreza in Excellent Condition, Auto,
Boxer Engine, ABS Brakes, Dual Airbags, Stability
Control, Driving Lights, Climate Control Air
Conditioning, Rear Spoiler,Tinted Windows, Reversing
Camera, Remote Central Locking,Electric Windows,
Alloy Wheels, All Wheel Dive. 85km

ONLY $12,995

Thursday, July 15, 2021

2013 FORD KUGA TITANIUM 4WD:

2.5 Turbo 5 Cylinder Auto 5 Stage Tiptronic, 5
Cylinder, Double Overhead Cam, 20 Valve, Duratec,
P/S, Power Windows & Mirrors, Central Locking,
Climate Control Air Con, CD Player, ABS Brakes,
Dual Airbags, Electronic Stability Control, 50km
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2014 FORD TERRITORY TS AWD
DIESEL 7 SEATER:

2.7 Diesel Turbo V6, Higrade,
101km

$25995

ONLY $22,995

2011 MAZDA AXELA SPORTS:

2.0 Auto, Higrade
61km

$15,995

2012 IMPREZA 2.0
HATCH AWD

$9995

2012 HYUNDAI ELANTRA

1.8 Elite NZ NEW: Auto 127km, ABS
Brakes, Stability Control, Multi
Airbags

$12995

WE ARE YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR QUALITY
VEHICLES FINANCE AND INSURANCE FROM
ZERO DEPOSIT AND ALL ON ROAD COSTS
INCLUDED IN PRICE
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL

2017 FIAT 500X SUV

2012 FORD MONDEO 2.0 ZETEC
HATCH NZ NEW:

2.0 LOW KM HATCH. Tiptronic Auto , ZETEC
Double Overhead Cam, 16 Valve, Electronic Fuel
Injection, Power Steering, Power Windows &
Mirrors, Central Locking, Dual Climate Control
Air Con, CD Player/BT Phone, ABS Brakes, Air
Bags x 4 & Curtain Airbags x 2, Cruise Control,
Parking Sonar, Alloy Wheels 82km

ONLY $12995

6sp, NZ NEW, LOW KMS: 60kms, Intercooled Turbo, Multi
Airbags, Climate Control Air Conditioning, ABS Brakes.
2006 HONDA ODYSSEY
ABSOLUTE:

2004 TOYOTA ESTIMA AERAS
LUXURY: Auto , Cruise Control 8
Seater luxury, 139km

2.4 Auto, Cruise Control, Higrade
only 131km

NOW ONLY $8995

$6995

ONLY $18995
2007 MAZDA CX7
SPORTS CRUISING
2.3 Turbo, 6 Stage Auto, Leather,
active cruise control, Low kms

$11,995

2009 KIA RIO 1.6 EX:

Auto, Full Options, aw, 105km

ONLY $7995

2008 TOYOTA RACTIS GL PACKAGE: 1.5 Tiptronic Auto,
Double Overhead Cam, Variable Valve Timing, Electronic Fuel Injection,
Power Steering, Power Windows, Power Mirrors,
Remote Central Locking, Air Con, CD Player, Cruise Control,
ABS Brakes, Air Bags, Tinted Windows, Spoiler. 68km

$9,995

2010 GREAT WALL X240 4WD:

5sp Full Option, Leather, 56km,
4 year warranty available

ONLY $9995

EASY ACCESS, EASY
DRIVE WITH WHEEL
CHAIR HOIST IN REAR

AU-8821720AD
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